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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

EFS ID: 19164791

Application Number: 11692430

International Application Number:

Confirmation Number:

Title of Invention: SECURITY ALARM SYSTEM

Customer N um her:

Filer:

Filer Authorized By:

Attorney Docket Number: 126.107

Receipt Date: 29~MAY~2014

Payment information:

Submitted with Payment

File Listing:

Document Document Description File Size{Bytes)i Multi Pages
Number Message Digest Part !'.zip (if appI.)

385265

Change of Address EMP0031—US_chg__address.pdf }IiI":1 84-.'I'.I'§9')( #1.: II‘ i-I11 L141 1! BPW1 3 34‘ F9
:90‘)

Warnings:

Information:
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Total Files Size (in bytes} 385265

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 1 11
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date [see 37 CFR
1.53lb}-(d) and MPEP 506], a Filing Receipt {37 CFR 1.54] will be issued in due course and the date shown on this
Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submission to enter the nationai stage ofan international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCTIDOi'EOi'903 indicating acceptance ofthe application as a

national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO asa Receiving Office
If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for

an international filing date {see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1 810), a Notification ofthe International Application Number
and of the International Filing Date {Form PCT:'R0.-"1 05} will be issued in due course. subject to prescriptions concerning
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of
the application.
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UNITED STATEs PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICF,
['NITI:'.I._) S'I'AT'I::.‘§ IJI‘.Cl’:\R'I'i\‘[E'.‘iT OF CO.\L\1ERCEUnilerl 5[:.’lIl.'5p:1ll.'l'Il and 'I'mdcm:lrk OTIICI:
Ail-dress: C"OI\«'IMISSIO§-‘ER FOR P'r\TT'.'NTS

PO. Box H50
J\lc!:Ln1’lriii. \-'ilgit|:i:| :25|._\-|.45[1u u w.usp1o.gm-

.-\1-'PI.[(T.=\'['i(.i.\J NE}. 1:-Ssifii ]J.r\'1'l-.' I-’.r\'l'I-'_’V"J' NU. .-\'I"I‘(J1t\"l-LY l)(}f'K}-."[' N0. {?l.)i\'1-']l{M.-’\'l'I{}N .\.'().

1 1r692.43o 047287200‘) I 26. 107

22345 759:; l!-U08.-").lJ09

BRIAN R019’!-71?, FSQ
ll SUNRISE PLAZA, SUITIE 303
VAI.I.EY STREAM, NY 11580-6111

ISSUE NOTIFICATION

The projected patent number and issue date are specified above.

Determination of Patent Term Adjustment under 35 U.S.C. 154 (b)

(application filed on or after May 29, 2000)

The Patent Term Adjustment is 92 day(s). Any patent to issue from the above-identified application will

include an indication of the adjustment on the front page.

If a Continued Prosecution Application (CPA) was filed in the above-identified application, the filing date that

determines Patent Term Adjustment is the filing date of the most recent CPA.

Applicant will be able to obtain more detailed information by accessing the Patent Application Information

Retrieval {PAIR) WEB site (http:!'fpai1‘.uspto.gov).

Any questions regarding the Patent Term Extension or Adjustment determination should be directed to the

Office of Patent Legal Administration at (571)-272-7702. Questions relating to issue and publication fee

payments should be directed to the Customer Service Center of the Office of Patent Publication at
(571)-272-4200.

APPLICANT{S) (Please see PAIR WEB site l1ttp:!r'pair.uspto.gov for additional applicants):

Mark Dronge. 'I‘e11:I.l’ly. NJ:

II-K103 (Rev. IUUSI
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\ P 5 PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL
orrglete and {in this form, together with applicable fee(s), to: £1 Mail Stop ISSUE FEE

‘ 3 ' Commissioner for Patents
' P.O. Box I450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
or _lE‘_ii_x (571)-273-2885_:_'-"

should be used for transmitting the ISSUE FEE and _PUB_i.|CATlON FEE (if required . Blocks 1 through 5 should be completed where-‘ correspondence including the Patent, advance orders and notification of maintenance fees will mailed to the eunent eorres ondence address as
I-'_ orrctcd below or directed othenvise in Block I. by (a) specifying it new correspondence address; andfor (b) indicating a separate " EE ADDRESS“ formaintenance fee notifications. '

CURRENT CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS more: Us: Black I for any change oladdrcss} 0191 A W1" [W9 '3 _“'|3| "! can 0" 5' 9 I-I39 0? WICSIIC "131 "135 0 I C
- Fec(s) Transmitta_l._ This ccrti tcatc cannot be used for any other accompanying

Eapers. Each additional paper. such as an assignment or formal drawing, mustave its own cerlilieatc of mailing or transmission.

22846 7590 l2i"19r‘200B C r I; erti icate o Mailing or Transmission

BRIAN ROFFE, ESQ I hcreb ccrtigy that this Fee s Transmittal is being deposited with ttie UnitedC1'V!CCSit tl w'Ihs c'ent ta fftls a'|'anenvI e
I 1 SUNRISE PLAZA’ SUITE 303 adiiiitsssefi tao the Mail IStou Ii‘iEISUEpl-Ii-iiEg'i'id<‘:|)i-esIsiSallJ:o:i.rr:S,rdribiz-fin Facsintiiie
VALLEY STREAM, NY H580-51 i I transmitted to the USPTO( Tl) 273-2835. on the date indicated be ow.

asmreaas ooooooas uneno

755.00 up a T3
”"“"""' 300.00 DP March ‘I6, 2009 tDaie)

FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.
I EJ692330 03!28t'200'F Mark Drongc llo. Ii]? T545

TITLE OF INVENTION: SECURITY ALARM SYSTEM

SMALL ENTITY ISSUE res nus PUBLICATION FEE DUE PREV. mo ISSUE FEE rorm. resist DUE oars one
YES srss sononprovisiorial $300 5 I 055 03!! 9:200?

EXAMINER ART UNIT CLASS-SUBCLASS

BHATNAGAR, ANAND P 2624 382-|O?l'.l00

I. Chan e ofconcspondcnce address or indication of "Fee Address" (3? 2. For printing on the patent front page, list

CFR I‘ 63)‘ [I] the names ol‘ up to 3 registered patent attorneys
Ci Chan c ofcones ndence address (or Change ofCorrespondence or agents OR. alternatively,
Addrcss am PT0 Bun) attached‘ [2)‘the name of a single i'in'ri (having as a member a
D "Fee Address" indication (or "Fee Address" indication fonn - registered 31lDl'l'lC)" 01' 939"!) and the names of up to

PTOISBIIU; Rev 03-02 or more recent} attached. Use of a Customer '2 I|=ctéi5l¢fBd Palm} 3i10l'T|i?)'5 0! 3S¢"l5- if I10 “W19 isNumber is required. list . no name will be printed. '

3. ASSIGNEE NAME AND RESIDENCE DATA TO BE PRINTED ON THE PATENT [print or type)

PLEASE NOTE: 'Un1es_s an assi or: is identified below, no assignee data will appear on the patent. if an assignee is identified below, the document has been Iilcd for
reeordation as set forth in 3? CF 3.] 1. Completion of this fonrt is ‘NOT a substitute For filing an assignment. '
(A) NAME OF ASSIGNEE (B) RESIDENCE: (CITY and STATE OR COUNTRY}

Please check the appropriate assignce category or categories {will not be printed on the patent) : 0 Individual 0 Corporation or other private group entity Cl Government

4a. The following l'ee(s) are submitted: «lb. Payment of Fee(s): [Please first reapply any previously paid issue fee ‘shown above)
El issue Fcc D A check is enclosed.

Q Publication Fee [No small entity discount permitted) E Payment by credit card. Form PTO-2033 is attached.
D Advance Order — 3 of Copies B The Director is hereby authorized to charge ' any deficiency. or credit anyoverpayment. to Deposit Account Number enclose an extra copy of this fonn).
1g 
5. Change in Entity Slants {from status indicated above)

El a. Applicant claims SMALL ENTITY status. Set: 3? CFR I.2'l. D b. Applicant is no longer claiming SMALL ENTITY status. See 3'.-'-CFRI l.27(g)(2).
NOTE: The Issue Fee and Publication Fee_ (ifrequired) will not be accepted from anyone other than the applicant; a registered attorney or agent: or the assigncc or other party in
interest as shown by the records of the United States Patent and Trademark Office.

i\utliorizcdSig'itat1.ire 5 Date I-talzch 15, 2:109
Typed or. printed name Brian RC-lffe Registration No. 35 I 335 _

This collection ofinfonnation is required by 3'! CFR L3] 1. The information is re uired to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process)an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 3'! CFR l.l4. T is collection is estimated to take I minutes to complete, including gathcring,_prepat-ing. and
_ submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vii dc ndin upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to coin Iete

this fonrt andfor stéggestions for reducing this burden. should be sent to t e iel' tn onnation 0l'l'ieer. U.S. Patent and Trademark Ol'l'iet:, US. Department of Commerce. .0.Box I450. Aiexan ria, Vir inin 223134450. [)0 NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS -ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, PO. Box 1450,
Alexandria, Virginia 223i -I450. — -
Under the Fapcnvorlt Reduction Act of I995. no persons are required to respond to a collection of inl’on-nation unless it displays a valid OMB control number.

PTOL—85 (Rev. 0810?) Approved for use through 03.33 l!2€Il0. OMB 0651-0033 U.S. Patent and Trademark Office: U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK 0FF'l(7E UNITEI) STAT]-LS l')I-II’.-‘IRTR-‘IEi'h'T OF l'.‘OM‘t\’IF.RCE
l'nite<l States Patent and Traelemark Office
A-l.<ln:ss: (TOt\-‘I-.\-"lISSIOi\"ER FOR PAT!_7.\iTS

I‘ (J Bus: l-150
Alexzmdtin. \«'ir;:.ini:t I.‘Jl_\: l-I50
www t|spt\t.gov

NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE AND FEE(S) DUE

22846 7590 l Bil ‘H2008 Hx)L“IN|;‘-R

BRIAN BI-IA'I.-NAGAR. A.\'.«\ND P

1 t sLJNR1st~: Pl,A7.A. sum: 503
W\I.l.I-IY S't‘Rt€AM, NY 11580-6111 my

DATI-.' MA][_]:LD: mi 92003

;\I’I’LI(':\'1'IO.\' N0. FILING DATE FIRST .’\iA_\-'lED LNVENTOR :\'I‘I'0RI\”l_"Y DO-t'_‘.KE'I' NO. C'0NFIRM;\'I'ION NO.

7545El.I'692.43-(3 DJKESIEUO7 Mark Dronge
TI'l'I.F. OF I.-\'V'I7..\"i‘I0N: SF.Cl'RlTY Al.AR.\«'l SYS'I'F.M

AP1"1'.i\'. TYPE SM.v’\l.L ENTITY PI.-"BI.|CATi0N FEE Dl."F PREV. PAID ESSU|':' FEE TOTAL 1"'I."_F.t_SJ DT."E. DATE D‘l.'E

nonprovislonal YES 3755 SJDD SD 31055 03! I 9f_?{l'l')9

THE APPLICATION IDENTIFIED ABOVE HAS BEEN EXAMINED AND IS ALLOWED FOR ISSUANCE AS A PATENT.

PR§1§E§‘.]l'I'IflN gm TIIE MERITS I5 £21.! JSED. THIS NOTICE ()F ALLOWANCE IS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS.
THIS APPLICATION IS SUBJECT TO WITHDRAWAI. FROM ISSUE AT THE INITIATIVE OF THE OFFICE OR UPON
PETITION BY TIIE APPLICANT. SEE 37 CFR 1.313 AND MPEP 1308.

TIIE ISSUE FEE AND PUBLICATION FEE (IF REQUIRED} MUST BE PAID WITIIIN IIIREE Mflflflgfi FROM TIIE
MAILING DATE OF TIIIS NOTICE OR THIS APPLICATION SIIALL BE REGARDED AS ABANDONED. TIIIS
§'|”fi,'|'!lj|‘§!|_%,! ]1|_*;]flQ|2 BE SEE 35 U.S.C. 15]. TIIE ISSUE FEE DUE INDICATED ABOVE DOES
NOT REFLECT A CREDIT FOR ANY PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE IN THIS APPLICATION. IF AN ISSUE FEE HAS

PREVIOUSLY BEEN PAID IN THIS APPLICATION [AS SIIOWN ABOVE), TIIE RETURN OF PART B OF TIIIS FORM
WILI. BE CONSIIJEREI) A REQUEST TO REAPPLY 'I'I[E PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE TOWARD TIIE ISSUE FEE NOW
DUE.

IIOVV TO REPLY TO THIS NOTICE:

l. Review the SMAI .[. l*IN'I'l'l'Y status shown above.

II‘ the SMAI .l . l'iN'l'I'l'Y is sliown as YES. verify your current II‘ the SM/-\l .1 . I'iN’l‘i'l'Y is shown as NO:
SMALL l§N’|'l'l‘Y status:

A. II the status is the same, pay tl1e TOTAL Fl-."E(S} DUE shown A. Pay TOTAL Fl'iI3t’S) DUE shown above, or
above.

13. If tl1e status above is to be removed. check box 5b on Part B — B. If applicant claimed SMALL l3NTI'I'Y status before, or is now
Fec(s} Transmittal and pay the PUBLI(.‘ATION (if required) claiming SMALL ENTITY status, check box 5:: on Part B — Feefs)
and twice the amount of the ISSUE l-'l_'ll.i shown above. or 'l‘t'ansn1i1tal and pay the l’Ul3l_.I(.‘A'l'ION l"lil.§ (if required) and N2

the ISSUl_-I 1-'lJli shown above.

ll. PART B - FIE].-XS} 'l'RANSMl'l'l‘Al., or its equivalent, must be completed and retumed to the United States Patent and Trademarlc Ofliee
(US[’l'O) with your iSSLlI.i Flili and PUBl.lC_'A'l‘lON l’!iI.i (if required}. If you are cliarging the !'ee(s] to your deposit account, section "411"
of Part B - Feets) Transmittal should he completed and em extra copy of the form should he submitted. If an equivalent of Part B is tiled, a
request to reappiy a previously paid issue fee must he clearly made, and delays in processing may occur due to the ditiiettlty in recognizing
the paper as an equivalent of Part B.

III. All communications regarding this application must give the application number. Please direct all eomtnunieations prior to issuance to
Mail Stop ISSIIIII lilslli unless advised to the contrary.

lMI’0RTAN'I' RI£MtNl)l<ZR: Utility patents issuing on applications filed on or after Dec. 12. 1980 may require payment of
maintenance fees. It is patentee's responsibility to ensure timely payment of maintenance fees when due.

Page I of 3
P'1'0I_—85 (Rev. 0830?} Approved for use through 08!."t]!2t')1t'J_
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PART B - FEE{S} TRANSMITTAL

Complete and send this form, together with applicable l’ee(s}, to: Mail Mail Stop ISSUE Illillfi
Comniissioner for l’atenI.s
P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450

orfigg (571)-273-2885

[NSTRI.T("'l"10NS‘. This form should be used for transmitting the [S8115 lT.F. and PUBl.]fTATl0N (if required]. Blocks I through 5 should be completed where
ap ipriate. All further correspondence including the Patent. advance orders and notification of maintenance fees will be mailed to the current corres ondence address asIn

icated unless corrected below or directed otherwise in Block I. by la} sp-ecil'yiiig a new correspondence address: andfor (bl indicating a separate " ‘RE ADDRESS" formaintenance fee notifications.

(.‘i..'RlU;.'\'T CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS time. etc Blorki fut’ :|tiyclIntt_t;cufadsll1:ss_I .\jote: Al L‘et'tilt(‘ate_Ql‘mailiI} can OM)’ 9 Used 1°? d°'“95ll‘ mailings 01 ll“?l‘ec(s} lransmittal. lhis eerti ieate cannot be used for any other accompanying

papers. Each additional paper. such as an assignment or formal drawing, mustave its own certificate of mailing or transmission.22846 7590 1 Hi M2008
_ _ Certificate nl‘ Mailing or TraI'I.'il|1i.'i.'iiI)n

BRIAN ROFl’E, Lhereb cerlti£y that this 1_[:eet|_?l Transmittal i:|;_ be[i_ng delposited Iwith the Urlited‘ ‘ : ' ‘ ' ‘ : - ‘tales osta .'en'it.'e wit su ieierit posta 1e or irst e ass mai in an eiwe o -
I I Pl“A"‘A‘ ‘SUI I 13303 addressed to the Mail Sto ISSITF. FF. 2 address above. or hein facsimi eV/\I.I.l:Y S lRl:AM, NY 11550-61 1 1 transmitted to the L"SP'1‘0 i. ii; 273-2335. on the date iI'tdit‘:IlEd be ow.

lsignalirnil

Al’i’LlC.-\TlOI\' N0. FILEG DATE FIRST NANIED ENVENTOR :\'i'l'0RNE‘i' DOCKET NO. CON'FiRM;\'l'l0N NO.

T545ll.I'692.43-0 03-fl8.I'200T' Marl: Dronge
TI'l'1.F. OF I.-\'\.-'F..\'T10N: .‘s‘T.(‘l'-RITY Al.AR-.\«'l 5i‘i’S'1'F.M

i‘\PI’l'.l\'. TYPE SMALL ENTITY ISSUE DUI’: l"L|'l3l.|CATl0N ]'_‘.|l.'"F PREV. PAID ISSLTE TOTAL l"'EF.t_Si D1.‘-E DATE D‘l.'E

-. . . S0nonprnvisiunal

I-;XAMl.\!1~;R " " I‘.?I.AS.'§—Sl =rs(‘i.Ass

|3lla‘\T'-.\'J\GAR. ANANI) P 382-107000

l.Change of correspondence address or indication of "Fee Address" (3? .1. For printing on the patent front page, list

CPR L363" ii) the names of up to 3 registered patent attorneys
D (Ihan ie of coiTe.sqpfpndt'nce address for Change of Correspondence or agents OR. alternatively.
Addmss Om] PTO! H22’ mmchL‘d' l'2l_t.he name of a single firm [having as a member a
Cl "Fee mitirt-st" indication for "Fee Address" Indication foml Wt!'5'.“*'1 *‘“°“W>' or agent: and the names or up to
P'l'().I'SBf41': Rev 03-03 or more recent} attached. l'=se ofa Customer registered patent attorneys or agents. If no name is
Number is required, listed. no name will be printed.

3. ASS[GNl:2l:'. l\'AMl:L Ai\‘D RESIDENCTE DATA 1'0 BE l’Rli\"l‘l:iD ON THE l’A'l‘l:I}\"l' [print or type]

Pl .l'it"\S1':I .\'0'Tl3: I-'nIess an assi nee is identified below, np assignee data will ztppear on the patent. if an assignee is identified below. the document has been filed for
iecorelatirin as set forth in 3? CI’ 3.1]. Completion of this iorni is NOT a substitute tor tiling an assignment.
{A} NAME 01-7 ASS1Gl\'|":I". {ill RESIDIZNCEL {CITY and STATE OR FOUNTRYJ

Pieast.' check the appropriate assignee category or categories twill not be printed on the patent} I D lnclividual Q (‘orp-oration or other private group entity D (low.-rnment

4a. The following feetsi are submitted: 45. Payment of Feels}: (Please [irst reapply any previously paid issue ii.-e shown aliovel
3 Issue Fee 3 A check is enclosed.

3 Publication Fee {No small entity discount permitted) 3 Payment by credit L‘£I.tlCl.. Form PTO-2038 is attached.
3 ..-'\dvimt:L- Order — # of (‘npics -.1 The Director is hereby authorized to charge the required feetsj, any deficiency. or credit anyoverpayment. to Deposit Account Number (enclose an extra copy ol this Form}.

5. Change in Entity Status {from status indicated above;

3 a. Applicant ciaims SMALL l:IN'i'IT‘i’ status. See 3? CFR 1.27:‘. 3 l1. Applicant is no longer claiming SMALL i:'.N'I‘]'l'Y status. See .1? C'l"'R i.2TI'tgJt'l}.
.‘~'0'i'l3: The Issue Fee and Pulaliezttion Fee Eilrequiredi will not he :tt:t:eptev.l front anyone other than the applicant: a registered attorney or agent: or the assignee or other party in
interest as shown by the records of the United States Patent and Trademark Office.

Authorized Signature Date

Typed or printed name _ Registration No.

This collection of information is required by 3? CFR L3] 1. The information is tegltiired to obtain or retain a benefit by; the public which is to File (and by the USi"'I'() to process]an application. Confidentiality is govemed by 35 |.'.S.(‘. I22 and 3?‘ CFR L14. ‘i is collection is estimated to take i- minutes to complete. including gathering. prepanng. and

subniitting the coniplett.-d application form in the I-'SPT‘0. Tirnr will V33’ de 'ntlin I upon the individuaf case. any comnients on the amount of time you require to corn felt.-this form andfor su gestions for reducing this burden. should be sent to e (T ief In orniation Ofliccr. 1.‘.S. Patent and Trademark Office. U.S. Department of Commerce. ’.0.
Box 1450. Alexandgna. Virginia 223] 3- 1450. DO NOT S|£.\'I) l-'l:;l3S OR UO.\tll"l.|;”l‘13lJ l-"ORMS 'I‘(J T1-[IS ADDRl3.‘S$. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents. l’.O. Box I450.
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450.
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995. no persons are required to respond to st co|lt:t:titm ofiiifoniiatitin unless it displays a valid OM13 control number.

PTOi.—E5 (Rev. D8.I'07"} Approved for use through DSBIIZOIO. OMB Dt'i51—O033 LIS. Patent and 'I'radeInat'k Oflicez l.'..‘i. Dl:Ei’ARTMi€.'\'T OF ('.‘0M.M[:'RCl'~L
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE I;'N]TF.D STAT]-‘S D]-II’.-\RTR-1IE!'h'T OF C0Ml\'Il7.RCE
I'nitc<l Stalin Patent and Tratlemark 0'l'f‘i1:I:
A-klm.-5;: COM-.\-"[ISSIONER FOR PATENTS

|‘C| Bust H50
Alexandria. Vii}.-.ir|i:1 2.‘Jl_\- l-150
l|'\I'||' ||Spl\l.[.',0\'

APE’L[(_'.A'1'I0.‘-' N0. l"ILL'\"(i DATE FIRST .\"A.\"IED Li\'\«'}_E.NI'0R .-\'l'I'()RNEY DOCK];-L'l' NO. CO.‘\'l"IRMA'l'l0N NO.

I |1'692.~l-30 03!281'2fl0'1‘ Mark Drongc I26. 10? T545

22846 7590 l '.!Jl 51.0008 EXAM“: FR

BRIAN ROITFE, BHATNAGAR. A.-'\'.«\ND P

1 1 sL1NR1s1«:1»1.AzA.sL11'r1«:303
w\1.1.1-:Y S’l‘REAM, NY 11580-6111 my

DA'I'l:' MA][_]:LD: 121'] ‘H2008

Determination of Patent Term Adjustment under 35 U.S.C. 154 (b)

(application filed on or after May 29, 2000)

The Patent Term Adjustment to date is 92 day(s). If the issue fee is paid on the date that is thnee months after the

mailing date of this notice and the patent issues on the Tuesday before the date that is 28 weeks (six and a half

months) after the mailing date of this notice, the Patent Term Adjustment will be 92 day(s).

If a Continued Prosecution Application (CPA) was filed in the above-identified application, the filing date that

determines Patent Term Adjustment is the filing date of the most iecent CPA.

Applicant will be able to obtain more detailed information by accessing the Patent Application Information Retrieval

(PAIR) WEB site (http:fl'pair.uspto.gov).

Any questions regarding the Patent Term Extension or Adjustment determination should be directed to the Office of

Patent Legal Administration at (571)-272-W02. Questions relating to issue and publication fee payments should be
directed to the Customer Service Center of the Office of Patent Publication at 1-(888)-786-0101 or

(_5?'I)-272-4200.

Page 3 of 3
PTOI.-85 (Rt-v. osrtm Approvcd for use through 0811112010.
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Application No. App|icant(s)

‘l1l'692.430 DRONGE, MARK

ANAND BHATNAGAR 2624

-- The MAILING DA T5 of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address"
All claims being allowable. PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS (OR REMAINS) CLOSED in this application. If not included
herewith {or previously mailed), a Notice of Allowance (PTOL-85) or other appropriate communication will be mailed in due course. THIS
NOTICE OF ALLOWABILITY IS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS. This application is subject to withdrawal from issue at the initiative
of the Office or upon petition by the applicant. See 37 CFR 1.313 and MPEP ‘I308.

1. E This communication is responsive to 11/28/08.

2. E The allowed clairn(s) islare 1-19 and 23-25.

3. I:I Acknowledgment is made of a claim forforeign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 1‘I9(a)-(d) or (f).

a) El All b) I] Some‘ c} III None of the:

1. El Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2. El Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.j

3. E] Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this national stage application from the

International Bureau (PCT Rule 1?.2{a)).

* Certified copies not received:j

Applicant has THREE MONTHS FROM THE “MAILING DATE" of this communication to tile a reply complying with the requirements
noted below. Failure to timely comply will result in ABANDONMENT of this application.
THIS THREE-MONTH PERIOD IS NOT EXTENDABLE.

4. D A SUBSTITUTE OATH OR DECLARATION must be submitted. Note the attached EXAM!NER'S AMENDMENT or NOTICE OF
INFORMAL PATENT APPLICATION (PTO—152) which gives reason(s) why the oath or declaration is deficient.

5. El CORRECTED DRAWINGS ( as “replacement sheets") must be submitted.

(a) El including changes required by the Notice of DraItsperson's Patent Drawing Review ( PTO—948) attached

1) El hereto or 2} [I to Paper No..’Mai| Date

(b) [I including changes required by the attached Examiners Amendment i Comment or in the Office action of
Pa per No.i'Mai| Date

Identifying indicia such as the application number [see 3? CFR 1.84(c)) should be written on the drawings in the front {not the back) of
each sheet. Replacement sheet{s) should be labeled as such in the header according to 3'.-' CFR 1.121[d}.

6. I:I DEPOSIT OF andior INFORMATION about the deposit of BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL must be submitted. Note the
attached Examiner's comment regarding REQUIREMENT FOR THE DEPOSIT OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL.

Attachmentis}
‘I. I:I Notice of References Cited (PTO—B92) 5. El Notice of Informal Patent Application

2. E] Notice of Draftperson's Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948) 6. Ci Interview Summary (PTO-413),
Paper No.iMai| Date .

3. E] Information Disclosure Statements (PTOISBIOS), 7. El Examiner's AmendmentiComment
Paper No.iMai| Date

4. El Examiner's Comment Regarding Requirement for Deposit 8. E Examiner's Statement of Reasons for Allowance
of Biological Material

9. I] Other .

.-'Anand Bhatnagari 12:‘16:’08
Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2624

U.S. Patent and Trade mark Ofirnce

PTOL-3? (Rev. 08-05) Notice of Aliowability Part of Paper NOJMai| Date 20081216
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Applicationlcontrol Number: 11l692,430 Page 2

Art Unit: 2624

1. Applicant's amendment filed on 11/28lOB has been entered and made of

record.

Applicant has amended claims 1. 5. 7-9. 11, 13. 14, and 15. Applicant has

canceled claims 20-22. Applicant has added claims three new claims (#23-#25).

Currently, claims 1-19 and 23-25 are pending.

Allowable Subject Matter

Claims 1-19 and 23-25 are allowed.

Applicant's arguments, see remarks pages 9-11, filed 11l28l08, with

respect to claims 1 and 13 have been fully considered and are persuasive. The

35USC 103(a) rejection of claims 1-19 has been withdrawn.

Any comments considered necessary by applicant must be submitted no

later than the payment of the issue fee and, to avoid processing delays, should

preferably accompany the issue fee. Such submissions should be clearly labeled

“Comments on Statement of Reasons for Allowance."

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from

the examiner should be directed to ANAND BHATNAGAR whose telephone

number is (571)272-7416. The examiner can nomzally be reached on M—Th

7:30am-4:00pm.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the

examiner's supervisor, Bhavesh Mehta can be reached on 571-272-7453. The
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Applicationicontrol Number: 117692430 Page 3

Art Unit: 2624

fax phone number for the organization where this application or proceeding is

assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from

the Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information

for published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public

PAIR. Status information for unpublished applications is available through

Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR system, see http:i'ipair-

direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR

system. contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-

free). if you would like assistance from a USPTO Customer Service

Representative or access to the automated information system, call 800-786-

9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

i‘Anand Bhatnagari

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2624
December 16, 2008
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Applicationicontrol No. AppIi<:ant(s]iPatent Under Reexamination

Issue Classification 11692430 DRONGE‘ MARK

ANAND BHATNAGAR

ORIGINAL INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION

SUEICLASS CLAIMED NON-CLAIMED

10? K 9iOO{20060101](J)3 G1 D O‘!

CROSS REFERENCE{S)

SUBCLASS (ONE SUBCLASS PER BLOCK)U)00

E
-I U[I Claims renumbered in the same order as presented by applicant CI CPA El . . El R.1.4T

Final Griginal Flnal Original Final OTIQII1 al Finai DriglnalFinal Original Final Original Final Origin al Final Oriulnal

ism--.Imuv-D-ww-
.4 D

E
8

Total Claims Allowed:

22
(Assistant Examiner)
H-XNAND BHATNAGAW

Primary Examinerfilrl Unil 2624 12’16i200B (3.0. Print C|a:'m(s) 0.6. Print Figure

{Primary Examiner) {gate} 1 2
U.‘-3. Patent and Trademark 03508 Part Of Paper NO. 20031215
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UNI'l‘l_’.D STATIES PATIENT‘ AND TRADEMARK Oi"l"I(‘l£
IINITI-ID I-IT.-\'l'I-LS DI-ll’.-\ RT.-\I l-INT 0!-' (‘OMMI-IRCI-I
Fnjlrd Status I’“alcn1 and Trad;-mark 0l‘l'iu:(-

Address: FOR |’:\'|'|Ef\"'|'SA|r.v::u1tl.ri:|_ \-'ir;:JnI:: 3I31_l-[--I50\\ ww nspm gm"

BIB DATA SHEET

CONFIRMATION N0. 7545

SERIAL NUMBER FILING or 371(6) GROUP ART UNIT ATTORNEY DOCKET
DATE NO.

111592.430 0312812007 126.1 07

RULE

APPLICANTS

Mark Dronge, Tenafly, NJ;

it tthettttam«inn-ti-ttn-Hum verified .-"'P_B/

This appfn claims benefit of 603743.894 03f2£-‘H2006
and claims benefit 01 503804.660 06:11 412005

ii iriitiiriititiriiiitiiiitlrii

"" IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING LICENSE GRANTED ** “ SMALL ENTITY "
04.r‘05I’2007

Foreign Priority claimed Yes JNO STATE OF] |NDEPENDENT

35 use 1 19(a-d) conditions met CI Yes Uflmo M9‘ 3”” COUNTRY DRAWINGS CLAIMSAllowance
Verified and EANAND P

BHATNAGAFU NJ 4 3
Acknowledged E:=amme?s S-gnahare nine 5

ADDRESS

BRIAN FIOFFE, E80
11 SUNRISE PLAZA. SUITE 303
VALLEY STREAM. NY 11580-6111
UNITED STATES

TITLE

SECU R ITY ALARM SYSTEM

E..| All Fees

U 1.16 Fees (Filing)
FEES: Authorit has been iven in Pa er

EIQIIETVEEDE No. II to chargcgcredit DEIEOSIT ACCOUNT U ‘-17 F995 (P'°°°55‘”9 E“ °I “me?
for following: U 1.18 Fees (Issue)

|_| Other

LJ Credit

BIB [FIev. osren.
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EAST Search History

Ref l Hits l Search Query DB3 ' Default Piurals Time Stamp#

L1
_ Operator

2 (((camera$1 video$3) near5 (dormant$3 US-PGPUB OR ON 2008112! 16 10:35
s|eep$4 off standby wait$4 inactiv$4}} and

{motion nea:4 detector$1) and (((obtain$4
produc$5 take taking gene-rat$4) near4
1mag$4} with motion$4)).clm.

'1'2f'1'br2ooa 1'o:3'e:59 AM

C2‘. Documents and Settings\ABha£nagar\My Docurnents\EAS'|'\workspaoes\11692430.wsp
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EAST Search History

Search Query DB5 ' Time Stamp

382!100,103,106,1U7,159,170,181,190. US-PGPUB; 200810‘/H1 11:43
195,203,206;348!142,143,152,155,159. USPAT;
169.cc|s. USOCH;

EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

S1 and ({camera$1 video OCD O\r1OS) same USPGPUB; 2008!O?!11 11:44
(mo1ion$4 nears (detect$4 sensor$1))} USPAT;

USOCR;
EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

S2 and ({identif$6 verif$5 c|assif$7) with USPGPUB; 2008!D7:’11 11:46
(animaI$1 dog$1 cat$1 bear$1 human$1 USPAT;
person$1}) USOCR;

EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

S3 and (sec:ur$4 surveil|ar1$5) US- PGPUB; 2008f0?111 11 :47
USPAT;
USOCH;
EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
|BM_TDB

S2 and ((identif$6 verif$5 cIassif$?) with USPGPUB; 2008107311 11:59
(animaI$1 dog$1 cat$1 bear$1)) USPAT;

USOGFI;
EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;

|BM_TDB

S1 and ((camera$1 video CCD OM08) same US-PGPUB; 2008:'07f11 12:36

((motion$4 near4 (detect$4 sensor$1)} USPAT;
track$4)) USOCR;

EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;

|BM_TDB

{(carr1era$1 video 0013 CMOES) same US-PGPUB; 2008fO?l11 12:36
((motion$4 near4 (detec1$4 sensor$1)) USPAT;
track$4)} USDCFI;

EPO; JPO;
DEFIWENT;
IBM_TDB

S7 and((iden1if$6 verif$5 c|assi1$7) with US-PGPUB; 2008107111 12:37

(animaI$1 dog$1 cat$1 bear$1 racoon$1)) USPAT;
USOGFI;

EPO; JPO;
DEFIWENT;

lBM_TDB

'1'2i"1'€r2ooEa 1'o:4o'{o9 AM

C21 Documents and Settings\ABhaInagar\My Documents\EAS'|'\workspaoes\1169243C-.wsp
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EAST Search History

58 and (secur$4 Survei|Ian$5)

S9 and ("no" near5 (aIarm$4 warn$4})

"20030202102".pn.

“4679077.pn..5283551.pn..5-473311.pn.,
5576972 . pn .,57-18775. pn. ,585-4640. pn.,
5963148.pn.,6532901.pn.,6782847.pn.
6864789.pn.,20040215750.pn.,
200¢023328?.pn..20050011466.pn.,
20050151851 .pn.",

"46790?7" .pn.",5283551 ".pn.",54-7331 1
pn.".55?'6972".pn.".5748775".pn.".
5864640".pn." .5963148".pn .".6532901 " .pn.

"£78284?".pn."6864789".pn.",
2004021 5750".pn. " ,20040233287".pn.
20050011466".pn.",20050151851".pn.
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Attorney Docket No. 126.107

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Examiner: Anand P. Bhatnagar Art Unit: 2624

Re: Application of: Mark Dronge

Serial No.: 1 1.1692430

Confirmation No.: '.r'5-1-5

Filing Date: March 28. 200?

Title: Security Alarm System

Customer Number: 22846

AMENDMENT

Mail Stop Non Fee Atnendment
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450 November 28. 2008
Alexandria. VA 22313-1450

Dear Sir:

In response to the Office Action dated August 28. 2008. which set a shortened three-month

statutory term for response expiring on November 28, 2008. please amend the above-identified

application as follows.

Amendments to the Specification begin on page 2 of this paper

Amendments to the Claims are reflected in the listing of claims which begins»; on page 3 of this

paper.

Reniarksmrguments begin on page 9 of this paper.
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AMENDMENTS TO THE SPECIFICATION

Please amend the paragraph in the specification beginning at page 1. line 2 as follows:

This application claims priority under 35 U.S.C. §1l9(e) of U.S. provisional patent application

Ser. No. 60i'?43.394 filed March 29. 2006, now expired, and U.S. provisional patent application Ser. No.

60i804,6(30 filed June 14. 2006. now expired, both of which are incorporated by reference herein.

Please amend the paragraph in the specification beginning at page 1 line 2 as follows:

As to the processor's reaction to the object identification, it can be programmed to assign a

classification of "no threat" or “hostile" based on the object identification. The library of stored

silhouettes preferably includes silhouettes of large and small animals and large and small humans in

which case. the processor can be programmed to assign the hostile classification to large animals and

humans and the no threat classification to small animals and humans. Other possible differentiations of

classifications may be based on size. When a hostile classification is generated, the processor also

preferably activates countermeasures based on the object identification. For example. the processor can

command the alarm system to generate the audible andfor visual alarm in proximity to the structure

andfor command a communication system to generate a eon-nnanieatiens communication about the

condition of the structure and forward the communication to the remote destination. eg.. a police station.

a fire station. a terminal monitored by an owner of the structure, or a private security station. The

communication can include one or more images obtained by the can1era(s) or one or n1ore images derived

from the images obtained by the can1era{s).
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Anlendinent dated Nov. 28. 2008

AMENDMENTS TO THE CLAIMS:

This listing of claims will replace all prior versions. and listings, of claims in the application.

1. (Currently Amended) An alarm system for protecting a structure. comprising:

at least one motion detector arranged to have a field of view external of the structure and

including an area proximate the structure;

at least one camera associated with and coupled to each of said at least one motion detector. each

of said at least one camera being arranged relative to the associated one of said at least one motion

detector such that said camera has a field of view encompassing at least part of the field of view of the

associated one of said at least one motion detector. each of said at least one camera having a dormant

state in which imaging by said camera is not performed and images are not obtained and an active state in

which images are obtained and being automatically activated from the dormant state into the active state

when the associated one of said at least one motion detector detects motion in its field of view such that

said at least one camera obtains an image of the source of the motion detected by the associated one of

said at least one motion detector; and

a processor coupled to said at least one camera and arranged to receive the image obtained by

said at least one camera. derive a silhouette of any objects in the image. compare the silhouettes to a

library of stored silhouettes having associated object identification to determine an exact or closest match

of the derived silhouette to one of the stored silhouettes and retrieve the object identification associated

with the exact or closest match. said processor being arranged to react to the detection of motion by said

at least one motion detector based on the object identification.

2. (Original) The system of claim 1. wherein said at least one motion detector

comprises a plurality of motion detectors, said at least one camera associated with said at least one

motion detector being arranged to have a field of view overlapping a field of view of a plurality of said

motion detectors.

3. (Original) The system of claim 1. wherein said at least one motion detector

comprises a plurality of motion detectors and said at least one camera comprises a plurality of cameras.

4. (Original) The system of claim 3. wherein at least one of said cameras is associated

with at least two of said motion detectors and arranged to have a field of view which also overlaps a field
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of view of said at least two motion detectors such that said at least one camera is activated into its active

state when any of said at least two motion detectors detects motion.

5. (Currently Amended) The system of claim 3. wherein at least one of said cameras is

associated exclusively with each of said motion detectors. at least two of said cameras are associated

exclusively with each of said motion detectors or at least two of said cameras are associated non-

exclusively with each of said motion detectors. E

wherein when at least two of said cameras are associated with one of said motion detectors. E

of said at least two cameras has a dormant state in which ima "n2 b said camera is not rformed and

images are not obtained and an active state in which images are obtained. said at least two cameras all

being activated from the dormant state into the active state when the associated one of said motion

detectors detects motion in its field of view such that said at least two cameras obtain images of the

source of the motion detected by the associated one of said motion detectors. and

said grocessor being arranged to analyze images from said at least two cameras are.Lanalyzed—by

to determine depth information about an a common object appearing in the images from

said at least two cameras which may be the source of the motion, the depth information being used in the

object identification being performed by said processor and indicating a distance between the structure

and the object. said processor being arranged to react to the detection of motion by said at least one

motion detector based on the object identification and based on the distance between the structure and

the object.

6. (Original) The system of claim 1. wherein said processor is arranged to assign a

classification of “no threat“ or "hostile" based on the object identification andfor the size of the object.

the library of stored silhouettes including silhouettes of large and small animals and large and small

humans and said processor is programmed to assign the hostile classification to large animals and

humans and the no threat classification to small animals and humans.

7. (Currently Amended) The system of claim I5. wherein only when said processor

assigns a hostile classification and not when said processor assigns a no threat classification. said

processor is further arranged to activate countermeasures based on the object identification.
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8. (Currently Amended) The system of claim 6. further comprising an audible andfor

visual alarm system adapted to be arranged in connection with or surrounding the structure. said

processor being coupled to said alarm system and only when said processor assigns a hostile

classification and not when said processor assigns a no threat classification. said processor further is

arranged to command said alarm system to generate the audible andior visual alarm.

9. (Currently Amended) The system of claim 6. further comprising a communications

system for generating communications and forwarding the communications to a remote destination. said

processor being coupled to said communications system and only when said processor assigns a hostile

classification and not when said processor assigns a no threat classification. said processor further is

arranged to command said communications system to generate a eemmu-nieat-ions communication about

the condition of the structure and forward the communication to the remote destination.

10. (Original) The system of claim 9, wherein the remote destination is a police station.

a fire station. a terminal monitored by an owner of the structure. or a private security station.

11. (Currently Amended) The system of claim 9. wherein said processor provides said

eenamunieatien communications system with one or more images obtained from said at least one camera

or one or more images derived from the images obtained from said at least one camera and said

eommunieatien communications system being arranged to include the one or more images into the

communications being forwarded to the remote destination.

12. (Original) The system of claim 1. further comprising:

a telecommunications module coupled to said at least one motion detector. said

telecommunications module being capable of conlmunications over a telecommunications network; and

a handheld telecommunications unit for transmitting commands to said telecommunications

module to activate and deactivate said at least one motion detector.

13. (Currently Amended) A method for protecting a structure, comprising:

arranging a plurality of motion detectors on or around the structure. each in a position in which

its field of view includes an area proximate the structure;
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arranging a plurality of cameras on or around the structure, each camera being associated with

one or more of the motion de-teeter detectors such that the camera has a field of view encompassing at

least part of the field of view of any associated motion detector, each of the cameras having a dormant

state in which imaging by said camera is not performed and images are not obtained and an active state in

which images are obtained and being automatically activated from the dormant state into the active state

when an associated motion detector detects motion in its field of view such that the camera then obtains

an image of the source of the motion detected by the associated motion detector;

providing a processor which receives images obtained by the cameras. derives a silhouette of any

objects in the image, compares the silhouettes to a library of stored silhouettes having associated object

identification to determine an exact or closest match of the derived silhouette to one of the stored

silhouettes and retrieves the object identification associated with the exact or closest match; and

generating a countermeasure to the detection of motion by the motion detectors based on the

object identification when the object is identified as a potential threat to the structure.

14. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 13. wherein each camera is associated with

only a single motion detector, each camera is associated with a plurality of motion detectors or multiple

cameras are associated with each motion detector. wherein when a plurality of cameras are associated

with one of the motion detectors. each of the cameras has a dormant state in which images are not

obtained and an active state in which images are obtained and both cameras are activated into the active

state when the associated one of the motion detectors detects motion in its field of view such that the

plurality of cameras obtain images of the source of the motion detected by the associated one of the

motion detectors, and further images from the plurality of cameras are analyzed by the processor to

determine depth information about an a common object appearing in the images which may be the source

of the motion. the depth information being used in the object identification being performed by the

processor and indicating a distance between the structure and the object, the processor being arranged to

react to the detection of motion by the at least one motion detector based on the object identification and

based on the distance between the structure and the object.

15. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 13, further comprising assigning a

classification of "no threat" or "hostile" based on the object identification andfor the size of the object.

the countermeasure being generated only when the classification is hostile and not when the

classification is no threat.
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16. (Original) The method of claim 13, wherein the step of generating countermeasures

includes generate an audible ancifor visual alarm in proximity to the structure or generating at least one

communication about the condition of the structure based on the object identification and forwarding the

communication to the remote destination.

1?. (Original) The method of claim 16. wherein the remote destination is a police

station. a fire station. a terminal monitored by an owner of the structure. or a private security station.

18. (Original) The method of claim 16. further comprising including one or more

images obtained from the cameras or one or more images derived from the images obtained from the

cameras in the communication being forwarded to the remote destination.

19. (Original) The method of claim 13, further comprising;

integrating a telecommunications module in connection with the processor. the

telecommunications module being capable of communications over a telecommunications network; and

programming the telecommunications module to receive conunands from a handheld

telecommunications unit over the telecommunications network to enable activation and deactivation of

the motion detectors and cameras using the telecommunications unit.

20-22. (Canceled)

23. (New) The system of claim 6. further comprising a communications system for

generating communications and forwarding the communications to a remote destination, said processor

being coupled to said communications system and only when said processor assigns a hostile

classification and not a no threat classification. said processor further is arranged to command said

communications system to generate a communication including a message or warning specific to the

identified object as detemiined by said processor and forward the communication to the remote

destination, the message or warning being selected from a plurality of predetermined messages or

warnings provided for different possible objects.
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24. (New) The system of claim 6, further comprising a communications system for

generating conmulnications and forwarding the communications to a remote destination, said processor

being Coupled to said communications system and only when said processor assigns a hostile

classification and not a no threat classification. said processor further is arranged to command said

communications system to generate a communication including one or more of the images from which

the object was identified and forward the communication to the remote destination.

25. (New) The system of claim 9. wherein said at least one motion detector comprises a

plurality of motion detectors and said at least one camera comprises a plurality of first cameras. said first

cameras being oriented in a general direction away from the structure to obtain images of areas outside of

the structure. the system further comprising a second camera arranged to obtain images of the structure

itself, said processor being arranged to provide said communications system with images obtained from

at least one of said first cameras and images obtained from said second camera. or derivations thereof.

and said communications system is arranged to include the images or derivations thereof in the

communications being forwarded to the remote destination.
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REMARKSIARGUMENTS

Entry of this amendment and reconsideration of the present application, as amended, are

respectfully requested.

Claims 1-19 and new claims 23-25 are pending in this application. claims 20-22 having been

canceled.

Claims 1, 5, 7-9, ll and 13-15 are amended herein. Unless an argument is made below in support

of the patentability of each of these claims over a cited prior art reference in view of an amendment to the

claim. the amendments to the claims do not relate to patentability.

Specification

The specification has been amended to provide updated status of applications mentioned therein.

No new matter is introduced by the changes to the specification.

Claim Re'ections—35 U.S.C. ]03

Claims 1-22 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. §103(a) as being unpatentable over Shiota (U.S. Pat.

Appln. Publ. No. 20030202102) in view of Wootton et al. (W0 98.128706). Claims 20-22 have been

canceled and therefore the rejection of these claims has been rendered moot.

With respect to claims 1-19, independent claims 1 and 13 are amended to clarify a critical

difference between the invention and the cited prior art. Specifically. claims 1 and 13 now recite that in

the dormant state of the camera. imaging by the camera is not performed and images are not obtained.

whereas in contrast. in the active state, images are obtained. As described in the specification at page 13.

line 16 to page 14. line 6. the cameras are triggered. by motion detected by motion detectors. to obtain

images. An advantage of the invention is therefore obtained wherein the cameras do not continually

operate and obtain images (the dormant state). but rather are only activated and obtain images (the active

state) when motion is detected. thereby conserving electricity or battery power and lengthening the

operation of the cameras when running on battery power (see page 15. lines 1-5).

The cited prior art does not disclose providing cameras with a dormant state in which they do not

obtain images and activating them into an active state based on detected motion.

Shiota et al. discloses a monitoring system wherein images are obtained by a plurality of cameras

and continuously displayed on a common screen (see Fig. 4). When motion is detected in the field of

view of one camera. one or more of the other cameras are adjusted to change their field of view to that in

which motion was detected.
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In contrast to the present claimed invention. in Shiota. all of the cameras are always obtaining

images and thus none of them have a dormant state in which they are not performing imaging and

obtaining images. The lack of movement of the cameras is not equivalent to a dormant state as in the

claimed invention because even though not moving. the cameras are still operating and obtaining images.

Wootton et al. does not disclose providing a camera with a dormant state in which imaging is not

performed and activating the camera from the dormant state to an active state based on detected motion.

Therefore. one of ordinary skill in the art could not have combined Shiota et al. and Wootton et

al. and arrived at the embodiments of the present invention set forth in amended independent claims I

and 13 or the embodiments set forth in claims 2-12 and l4-— I 9 which depend therefrom.

Moreover. the cited prior art does not disclose. teach or suggest features of the dependent claims.

For example, Shiota et al. and Wootton et al. do not disclose a processor that analyzes images from

multiple cameras to determine depth information about a common object appearing in the images which

may be the source of the motion. indicating a distance between the structure and the object. and using the

depth information in the object identification being performed by the processor so that the processor

reacts to the detection of motion based on the object identification and based on the distance between the

structure and the object, as set forth in claims 5 and 14. In these embodiments. both the identification of

the object based on the silhouette analysis and the distance between the structure and object is considered

when determining the existence of a threat and thus the reaction of the processor. This combination is

not disclosed in Shiota et al. or Wootton et al.

With respect to claims 9-12. 14. 1'l~19. the applicant disputes the Examiner’s “official notice" for

each of these claims and requests the Examiner identify prior art which discloses each of the allegedly

well known features set forth in these claims. For example. claims 12 and 19 are directed to the feature

of remote control of a motion detector which is part of a security system. The availability of hardware

andfor software at the time of the invention alone should not suffice to support the knowledge of the

features of these claims but rather, the application of the hardware andfor software to perform the

functions recited in these claim is believed to be necessary.

In view of the foregoing. it is respectfully submitted that the Examiner's rejection of claims 1-19

has been overcome and should be removed.

New Claims

Claims 23-25 are added and in view of the cancellation of claims 20-22. no fee is due for the

presentation of these claims.
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Claim 23 recites that a processor commands a communications system to generate a

communication including "a message or warning specific to the identified object as determined by said

processor" and forward the conlmunication to the remote destination. the message or warning being

selected from a plurality of predetermined messages or warnings provided for different possible objects.

This feature is disclosed in the specification at. for example. page 19. lines 1-6.

Claim 24 recites that a processor commands a communications system to generate a

communication including one or more of the images from which the object was identified and forward

the communication to the remote destination. This feature is disclosed in the specification at. for

example, page 19, lines 1-6.

Claim 25 recites that in addition to cameras associated with motion detectors. there is a camera

which obtain images of the structure itself and a processor provides a conununications system with

images obtained from the motion-detector associated cameras and images of the structure itself. or

derivations thereof. so that such images or derivations are included in communications being forwarded

to a remote destination. This feature is disclosed in the specification at, for example, page 19. iines ?—9.

Claims 23-25 should be patentable over the cited prior art for the same reasons that claims ]-19

are patentable over the cited prior art andfor because the cited prior art does not disclose all of the

features set forth in these claims.

An early and favorable action on the merits upon entry and consideration of this amendment is

earnestly solicited.

FOR THE APPLICANT

Respectfully submitted,

it Bri an Roffel

Brian Roffe

Reg. No. 35.336

Brian Roffe. Esq.
11 Sunrise Plaza. Suite 303

Valley Stream. New York 11580-61] 1

Tel.: (516) 256-5636

Fax: (516) 256-5638
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Claim Rejections ~ 35 USC § 103

The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for

all obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set
forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and
the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the
invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which mid subject matter pertains.
Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

Claims 1-22 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over Shiota et al. (U.S. patent pub. 2002i0202102 A1 will be further referred to as

Shiota), and further in view of Wootton et al. (W0 9838706).

Regarding claim 1: Shiota discloses an alarm system for protecting a

structure (Shiota fig. 1 elements S1-S6, 4A-4D, and 6 and paragraphs 0001,

0009-0013, and 0053, wherein areas are monitored, i.e. protected, for an

abnormality, such as a moving object in the area). comprising:

at least one motion detector arranged to have afield of view external of

the structure and including an area proximate the structure (Shiota; fig. 5

elements 85 and S6, wherein these sensors, i.e. read as motion detectors since

they detect moving objects, are outside the area. This is read as a motion

detector having a view outside the structure);

at least one camera associated with each of said at least one motion

detector, each of said at least one camera being arranged relative to the

associated one of said at least one motion detector such that said camera has a

field of view encompassing at least part of the field of view of the associated one

of said at least one motion detector, said at least one camera having a dormant
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state in which images are not obtained and an active state in which images are

obtained and being activated into the active state when the associated one of

said at least one motion detector detects motion such that said at least one

camera obtains an image of the source of the motion detected by the associated

one of said at least one motion detector (Shiota; fig. 1 elements 4A-4D and S1-

S6, and paragraphs 0009-0013 and 0047-0055, wherein multiple cameras and

sensors monitor an area with overlapping views. Each of these cameras can be

controlled simultaneously or individually. When only one camera is controlled

means the other camera(s) are not obtaining images, i.e. read as

inactiveldormant and vice versa. Further depending on the sensor that is

activated, based on a detected abnormality, a specific camera is activated and

obtaining images while the other cameras are not.); and

a processor coupled to said at least one camera and arranged to receive

the image obtained by said at least one camera (fig. 1 element 6 and fig. 2

element 6).

Shiota does not teach the feature of "derive a silhouette of any objects in

the image, compare the silhouettes to a library of stored silhouettes having

associated object identification to determine an exact or closest match of the

derived silhouette to one of the stored silhouettes and retrieve the object

identification associated with the exact or closest match, said processor being

arranged to react to the detection of motion by said at least one motion detector

based on the object identification." Wootton et al. teaches to “derive a silhouette
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of any objects in the image, compare the silhouettes to a library of stored

silhouettes having associated object identification to determine an exact or

closest match of the derived silhouette to one of the stored silhouettes and

retrieve the object identification associated with the exact or closest match, said

processor being arranged to react to the detection of motion by said at least one

motion detector based on the object identification" (Wootton et al.; abstract, fig. 1

elements 10-14, and page 6 lines, 3-28). It would have been obvious to one

ordinary skilled in the art to combine the teaching of Wootton et al. to that of

Shiota because they are analogous in the art of surveillance. One ordinary skilled

in the art would have been motivated to combine the teaching Wootton et al. to

that of Sh iota in order to limit the number of false alarms.

Regarding claim 2: The system wherein said at least one motion detector

comprises a plurality of motion detectors (Shiota; fig. 1 elements S1-S6), said at

least one camera associated with said at least one motion detector being

arranged to have a field of view overlapping a field of view of a plurality of said

motion detectors (Shiota; fig. 1 eiements 4A-4D, wherein the camera views are

overlapping).

Regarding claim 3: The system wherein said at least one motion detector

comprises a plurality of motion detectors (Shiota; fig. 1 elements 81-86) and said

at least one camera comprises a plurality of cameras (Shiota; fig. 1 elements 4A-

4D).
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Regarding claim 4: Neither Shiota nor Wootton et al. teaches the feature

of “wherein at least one of said cameras is associated with at least two of said

motion detectors and arranged to have a field of view which also overlaps a field

of view of said at least two motion detectors such that said at least one camera is

activated into its active state when any of said at least two motion detectors

detects motion." This is a matter of design choice of which sensors to activate

with the specific number of cameras and vice versa. It would have been obvious

to one ordinary skilled in the art of to modify the system to use one camera with

two sensors based on the availability of the hardware andlor software at the time

of this instant invention.

Regarding claim 5: Neither Shiota nor Wootton et al. teaches the feature

of “wherein at least one of said cameras is associated exclusively with each of

said motion detectors, at least two of said cameras are associated exclusively

with each of said motion detectors or at least two of said cameras are associated

non-exclusively with each of said motion detectors. wherein when at least two of

said cameras are associated with one of said motion detectors, images from said

at least two cameras are analyzed by said processor to determine depth

information about an object appearing in the images, the depth information being

used in the object identification being performed by said processor." This is a

matter of design choice of which sensors to activate with the specific number of

cameras and vice versa. It would have been obvious to one ordinary skilled in the
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art of to modify the system based on the availability of the hardware andlor

software at the time of this instant invention.

Regarding claim 6: Wooton teaches “wherein said processor is arranged

to assign a classification of "no threat" or "hostile" based on the object

identification andior the size of the object, the library of stored silhouettes

including silhouettes of large and small animals and large and small humans and

said processor is programmed to assign the hostile classification to large animals

and humans and the no threat classification to small animals and humans (fig. 1

elements ‘I0-14, wherein the object is classified as human or nonhuman and an

alarm is sent based on this classification. If the alarm is triggered means that a

threat is present” and vice versa. It is a matter of design choice to classify

specific

Regarding claim 7: The system wherein when said processor assigns a

hostile classification, said processor is further arranged to activate

countermeasures based on the object identification. See claim 6 wherein an

alarm is activated, i.e. a countermeasure.

Regarding claim 8: The system further comprising an audible andior visual

alarm system adapted to be arranged in connection with or surrounding the

structure, said processor being coupled to said alarm system and when said

processor assigns a hostile classification, said processor further is arranged to

command said alarm system to generate the audible andfor visual alarm. See

claims 6 and 7.
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Regarding claim 9: Neither Shiota nor Wootton et al. teaches the feature

of "a communications system for generating communications and forwarding the

communications to a remote destination, said processor being coupled to said

communications system and when said processor assigns a hostile classification,

said processor further is arranged to command said communications system to

generate a communications about the condition of the structure and forward the

communication to the remote destination. This is a well known feature in the art

of image processing. Examiner takes OFFICIAL NOTICE. It would have been

obvious to one ordinary skilled in the art to incorporate this well known feature.

One ordinary skilled in the art would have been motivated to incorporate this

feature based on the availability of the hardware andior software available at the

time of invention.

Regarding claim 10: Neither Shiota nor Wootton et al. teaches the feature

“wherein the remote destination is a police station, a fire station, a terminal

monitored by an owner of the structure, or a private security station." Examiner

takes OFFICIAL NOTICE. It would have been obvious to one ordinary skilled in

the art to incorporate this well known feature. One ordinary skilled in the art

would have been motivated to incorporate this feature based on the availability of

the hardware andior software available at the time of invention.

Regarding claim 11: Neither Shiota nor Wootton et al. teaches the feature

of "wherein said processor provides said communication system with one or

more images obtained from said at least one camera or one or more images
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derived from the images obtained from said at least camera and said

communication system being arranged to include the one or more images into

the communications being forwarded to the remote destination." Examiner takes

OFFICIAL NOTICE. It would have been obvious to one ordinary skilled in the art

to incorporate this well known feature. One ordinary skilled in the art would have

been motivated to incorporate this feature based on the availability of the

hardware andlor software available at the time of invention.

Regarding claim 12: Neither Shiota nor Wootton et al. teaches the feature

of "a telecommunications module coupled to said at least one motion detector,

said telecommunications module being capable of communications over a

telecommunications network; and a handheld telecommunications unit for

transmitting commands to said telecommunications module to activate and

deactivate said at least one motion detector." Examiner takes OFFICIAL

NOTICE. it would have been obvious to one ordinary skilled in the art to

incorporate this well known feature. One ordinary skilled in the art would have

been motivated to incorporate this feature based on the availability of the

hardware andlor software available at the time of invention.

Regarding claim 13: See claim 1.

Regarding claim 14: Neither Shiota nor Wootton et al. teaches the feature

of “wherein each camera is associated with only a single motion detector, each

camera is associated with a plurality of motion detectors or multiple cameras are

associated with each motion detector, wherein when a plurality of cameras are
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associated with one of the motion detectors, images from the plurality of cameras

are analyzed by the processor to determine depth information about an object

appearing in the images, the depth information being used in the object

identification being performed by the processor." Examiner takes OFFICIAL

NOTICE. It would have been obvious to one ordinary skilled in the art to

incorporate this well known feature. One ordinary skilled in the art would have

been motivated to incorporate this feature based on the availability of the

hardware andlor software available at the time of invention.

Regarding claim 15: See claim 6.

Regarding claim 16: See claim 6-8.

Regarding claim 17: See claim 10.

Regarding claim 18: See claim 11.

Regarding claim 19: See claim 12.

Regarding claim 20: See claim 1 and 13.

Regarding claim 21: See claim 6.

Regarding claim 22: See claim 10 and 11.

Conclusion

The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to

applicant's disclosure.

Pomerleau (U.S. patent 5.091380) wherein alarm is triggered at a specific

location such as a guard station. police station, etc.
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3. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from

the examiner should be directed to ANAND BHATNAGAR whose telephone

number is (571 )272-7416. The examiner can normally be reached on M-Th

7:30am-4:00pm.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the

examiner’s supervisor, Bhavesh Mehta can be reached on 571-272-7453. The

fax phone number for the organization where this application or proceeding is

assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from

the Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information

for published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public

PAIR. Status information for unpublished applications is available through

Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR system, see http:!!pair-

direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR

system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-

free). If you would like assistance from a USPTO Customer Service

Representative or access to the automated information system, call 800-786-

9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

i‘Anand Bhatnagarf

Temporary Full Signatory

August 27, 2008
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LOW FALSE ALARM RATE VIDEO SECURITY SYSTEM USING OBJECT
CLASSIFICATION

Technical Field

This invention relates to video security systems and a method for

detecting the presence of an intruder into an area being, monitored by the

system; and more particularly, to i) the rejection of false alarms which might

otherwise occur because of global or local, natural or manmade, lighting

changes which occur within a scene observed by the system, ii) the discernment

of an intruder based upon sensed surface differences which occur within the

scene rather than lighting changes which may occur therewithin, and iii} the

classification of an intruder detected by the system as either human or non-

human, and to provide an alarm if the intruder is classified as a human.

Background Art

A security system of the invention uses a video camera as the principal

sensor and processes a resulting image to detennine the presence or non-

presence of an intruder. The fundamental process is to establish a reference

scene known, or assumed, to have no intruder(s) present. An image of the

present scene. as provided by the video camera. is compared with an image of

the reference scene and any differences between the two scenes are ascertained.

If the contents of the two scenes are markedly different, the interpretation is

that an intrusion of some kind has occurred within the scene. Once the

possibility of an intrusion is evident, the system and method operate to first

eliminate possible sources of false alarms, and to then classify any remaining

differences as being the result of a human or non-human intrusion. Only if a

determination is made that the anomaly results from a human intrusion is a

notification (alarm) made. All other anomalies which produce a difference

between the two images are identified as false alarms for which no notification

is given.

One issue addressed in making the determination is the possibility of

false alarms caused by lighting changes within a scene, whether natural or
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manmade, global or local. As discussed therein, the differences between the

reference scene and a later scene resulting from lighting effects can be now be

identified so that no false alarm results from them. However, there are other

potential causes of false alarms which also must be recognized. The video

security system and image processing methodology as described herein

recognizes anomalies resulting from these other causes so these, too, can be

accounted for. The method includes comparing, on a pixel by pixei basis, the

current image with the reference image to obtain a difference image. Any non-

zero pixel in the difference image indicates the possible presence of an

intrusion, after image artifacts such as noise, aliasing of the video, and

movement within the scene not attributable to a life form (animal or human)

such as the hands of a clock, screen savers on computers, oscillating fans, etc..

have been accounted for. Because the system and method use an absolute

difference technique with pixel by pixel subtraction, the process is sensitive to

surface differences between the scene but insensitive to light on dark or dark on

light changes, and thus is very sensitive to any intrusion within the scene.

Furthermore, each pixel represents a gray level measure of the scene intensity

that is reflected from that part of the scene. The gray level intensity can alter for

a variety of reasons, the most relevant of these being that there is a new physical

presence at that particular part of the scene.

Two important features of the video security system is to inform an

operatorlverifier of the presence of a human intruder, and to not generate false

alarms. Thus to be economically viable, and not place unduly high demands on

the operatorfverifier, the system must operate to eliminate as many false alarms

as possible without impacting the overall probability of detecting an intruder‘s

presence. A fundamental cause of false alarms stems from the sensor and

methodology used to ascertain if an intrusion has occurred. By use of the

processing methodology described herein, various effects which could

otherwise trigger false alarms are accounted for so that only a life form

intruding into the scene will produce an alarm. lvlowever, even though
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unwanted detections due to non animalfnon-human caused motion are

eliminated, it is still necessary to differentiate between a class of human motion

and a class of non-human or animal motion. Only by doing so can intrusions

resulting from human actions properly cause an alarm to be given and false

alarms resulting from animal movements not be provided.

Previous attempts have made to provide a reliable security system.

These systems have relied upon contact break mechanisms or PID (passive infra

red) motion sensors to detect intruder presence. Examples of the use of infrared

devices, either as a passive element or as a scanning device, are disclosed in U.

S. patents 5,283,551, 5,101,194, 4,967,183, 4,952,911, 4,949,074, 4,939,359,

4,903,990, 4,347,485, 4,364,030, and 4,342,987. More recently, however, the

realization that an image processor is required to transmit the video for

confirmation purposes has led to the development of using the image processor

to actually detect the possible presence of an intruder. Such a system has an

economy of hardware and obviates the need for PID sensors or contact breaker

devices. A security system of this type has comparable performance to a PID

counterpart. However, there are areas where considerable benefits accrue if

false alarms, which occur due to the erroneous injection of light into the scene

without the presence of an intruder, are reduced or eliminated.

The cause of these false alarms stem from the sensor and methodology

used to ascertain if an intrusion has occurred. As stated earlier, a past image of

the scene being surveyed is compared with the present scene as taken from the

camera. The form of comparison is essentially a subtraction of the two scenes

on a pixel by pixel basis. Each pixel represents a gray level measure of the

scene intensity that is reflected from that part of the scene. Gray level intensity

can change for a variety of reasons, the most important being a new physical

presence within a particular part of the scene. Additionally. the intensity will

change at that location if the overall lighting of the total scene changes (a global

change), or the lighting at this particular part of the scene changes (a local

change), or the AGC (automatic gain control) of the camera changes, or the
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ALC (automatic light level) of the camera changes. With respect to global or

local lighting changes, these can result from natural lighting changes or

manrnade lighting changes. Finally, there will be a difference of gray level

intensity at a pixel level if there is noise present in the video. Only the situation

of a physical presence in the scene is a true alarm; the remainder all comprise

false alarms within the system. For a security system to be economically viable

and avoid an unduly high load on an operator who has to verify each alarm, the

system must process images in a manner which eliminates as many of false

alarms as possible without impacting the overall probability of detecting the

presence of an intruder.

Some efforts have previously been made in attempting to recognize

objects, including humans, whose presence is detected or sensed in an image.

For example, U.S. patent 5,305,390 to Frey et al., teaches automatic recognition

and classification of persons or objects as they pass through a doorway or

entrance. The intrinsic sensor is an active laser beam, and the system of Frey et

al. operates by measuring the height of an object passing through an aperture

(doorway) to classify the object as a person or not. Therefore, the system is a

height discriminator rather than an object recognition or classification system.

Thus, for example, if a person crawls through the aperture, they will probably be

designated as a non-human.

U.S. patent 5,289,275 to Ishii et al., is directed to a surveillance

monitoring system using image processing for monitoring fires and thefts. The

patent teaches use of a color camera for monitoring fires and a method of

comparing the color ratio at each pixel in an image to estimate the radiant

energy represented by each pixel. A resulting ratio is compared to a threshold

with the presence of a fire being indicated if the threshold is surpassed. A

similar technique for detecting the presence of humans is also described. The

patent teaches the use of image processing together with a camera to detect the

presence of fires and abnormal objects.

U.S. patent 4,697,097 to Yausa et al. also teaches use of a camera to
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detect the presence of an object. Once an anomaly is detected because of

differences in the comparison of an original and a later image, the system

automatically dials and sends a difference image, provided the differences are

large enough, to a remote site over a telephone line. At the remote site, the

image is viewed by a human. While teaching some aspects of detection, Yausa

et al. does not go beyond the detection process to attempt and use image

processing to recognize that the anomaly is caused by a human presence.

U.S. patent 4,257,063, which is directed to a video monitoring system

and method, teaches that a video line from a camera can be compared to the

same video line viewed at an earlier time to detect the presence of a human.

However, the detection device is not a whole image device, nor does it make

any compensation for light changes, nor does it teach attempting to

automatically recognize the contents of an image as being derived from a

human. Similarly, U.S. patent 4,161,750 teaches that changes in the average

value of a video line can be used to detect the presence of an anomalous object.

Whereas the implementation is different from the ‘063 patent, the teaching is

basically the same.

All of these previous attempts at recognition have certain drawbacks,

whether the type of imaging, method of processing, etc., which would result in

either an alarm not being provided when one should, or in false alarms being

given. The system and method of the present invention overcome these

problems or shortcomings to reliably provide accurate indications of human

intrusion in an area being monitored by a security system. Such an approach is

particularly cost efficient because it reduces the necessity of guards having to

patrol secured areas (which means each area will be observed only on an

infrequent basis unless there are a large number of guards). while ensuring that

any intrusion in any area is not only observed, but an appropriate alarm is

sounded in the event of a human intrusion.

Disciosure of the Invention

Among the severe} objects of the present invention may be noted the
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provision of a video security system and method for visually monitoring a scene

and detecting the presence of an intruder within the scene;

the provision of such a system and method whose operation is based

upon the premise that only the presence of a human intruder is of consequence

to the security system, with everything else constituting a false alarm;

the provision of such a system and method to readily distinguish between

changes within the scene caused by the presence of a person entering the scene as

opposed to changes within the scene resulting from lighting changes (whether

global or local, natural or man made) and other anomalies which occur within the

scene to detect the presence of an intruder;

the provision of such a system and method to employ a recognition

process rather than an abnormality process such as used in other systems to

differentiate between human and non-human objects, so to reduce or

substantially eliminate false alarms;

the provision of such a system and method to provide a high probability

of detection of the presence of a human. while having a low probability of false

alanns;

the provision of such a system and method which provides image

processing such that false alarms resulting from the inadvertent presence of

artifacts as caused by noise, aliasing, non-intruder motion occurring within the

scene, are identified and do not provoke a system response;

the provision of such a system and method which, once an intruder has

been detected, further classifies the intrusion as resulting from the presence of a

human life form, or the presence of non-human life forms, such as shadows,

dogs, cats, rats, mice, birds, etc.

the provision of such a system and method in which an indication of an

intrusion is given only after the cause of the intrusion has been determined as

resulting from the presence of a human so to avoid giving false alarms;

the provision of such a system and method to also provide a second and

lower level alarm in the event an object cannot be classified as human or non-
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human so an operator/verifier is informed of the possible presence of an intruder

in the scene;

the provision of such a system and method to evaluate a series of images

of the scene and determine, for each image examined, the classification of an

object so to have an increased confidence level that an object classified as a

human is properly classified;

the provision of such a system and method in which the alarm indication

which is provided includes automatically accessing a site remote from the scene

where the intrusion occurs and transmitting an image of the scene in which the

intruder is present to the remote site;

the provision of such a system and method in which the transmitted

image is a compressed image of the scene rather than a small subset of the

image; and,

the provision of such a system and method by which a number of areas

can be continuously, reliably, and cost effectively monitored with a human

intrusion in any area being reliably detected and the appropriate alarm given.

In accordance with the invention, generally stated, a video detection

system detects the presence of an intruder in a scene from video provided by a

camera observing the scene. A recognition process differentiates between

human and non-human (animal) life forms. The presence of a human is

determined with a high degree of confidence so there is a very low probability

of false alarms. Possible false alarms resulting from the effects noise, aliasing,

non-intruder motion occurring within the scene, and the eflects of global or local

lighting are first identified and only then is object recognition performed.

Performing object recognition includes determining which regions within the

image may he an intruder, outlining and growing those regions so the result

encompasses all of what may be the intruder, determining a set of shape features

from the region and eliminating possible shadow efiects. normalizing the set of

features and comparing the resulting set with sets of features for humans and non-

human (animal) life forms. The result of the comparison produces a confidence
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level as to whether or not the intruder is a human. If the confidence level is

sufficiently high. an alarm is given. By perfonning object classification in this

manner, the further possibility a false alarm may occur due to the presence of an

animal, or a non-identifiable object in the scene is also substantiality eliminated.

Other objects and features will be in part apparent and in part pointed out
hereinafter.

Brief Description of Drawings

In the drawings, Fig. l is a simplified block diagram of a video security

system of the present invention for viewing a scene and determining the

presence of an intruder in the scene;

Fig. 2 is a representation of an actual scene viewed by a camera of the

system;

Fig. 3 is the same scene as Fig. 2 but with the presence of an intruder;

Fig. 4 is a representation of another actual scene under one lighting

condition;

Fig. 5 is a representation of the same scene under different lighting

conditions and with no intruder in the scene;

Fig. 6A is a representation of the object in Fig. 3 including its shadow,

Fig. 613 illustrates outlining and segmentation of the object; and Fig. 6C

illustrates the object with its shadow removed and as resampled for determining

a set of features for the object;

Figs. 7A-7C represent non-human (animal) life fonns with which

features of the object are compared to determine if the object represents a

human or non-human life form and wherein Fig. 7A represents a cat, Fig. 7B a

dog, and Fig. 7C a bird;

Figure 8 is a simplified time line indicating intervals at which images of

the scene are viewed by the camera system;

Figure 9 represents a pixel array such as forms a portion of an image;
and,

Fig. 10 illustrates masking of an image for those areas within a scene
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where fixed objects having an associated movement or lighting change are
located.

Corresponding reference characters indicate corresponding parts

throughout the drawings.

Best Mode for Cggying Out the Invention

Referring to the drawings, a video security system of the invention is

indicated generally 10 in Fig. 1. The system employs one or more cameras Cl-

Cn each of which continually views a respective scene and produces a signal

representative of the scene. The cameras may operate in the visual or infrared

portions of the light spectrtun and a video output signal of each camera is supplied

to a processor means 12. Means 12 processes each received signal from a camera

to produce an image represented by the signal and compares the image

representing the scene at one point in time with a similar image of the scene at a

previous point in time. The signal from the imaging means represented by the

cameras may be either an analog or digital signal, and processing means 12 may

be an analog, digital, or hybrid processor.

In Fig. 2, an image of a scene is shown, the representation being the actual

image produced by a camera C. Fig. 2 represents, for example, a reference image

of the scene. Fig. 3 is an image exactly the same as that in Fig. 2 except that now

a person (human intruder] has been introduced into the scene. Fig. 3 is again an

actual image produced by a camera C. Similarly, Fig. 4 represents a reference

image of a scene. and Fig. 5 a later image in which there is a lighting change but

not an intrusion. The system and method of the invention operate to identify the

presence of such a human intruder and provide an appropriate alarm. However, it

is also a principal feature of the invention to not produce false alarms. As

described herein and in the referenced co-pending application, there a numerous

sources of false alarms and using a series of algorithms employed by the

invention, these sources are identified for what they are so no false alarms are

given.

Operation of the invention is such that segments of an image (Fig. 3, Fig.
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5) which differ from segments of an earlier image (Fig. 2, Fig. 4) are identified. A

discriminator means l4 evaluates those segments to determine if the differences

are caused by a local lighting change within the scene (Fig. 5), or the movement

of an intruder within the scene (Fig. 3). As noted, if the change is caused by an

intruder, an alarm is given. But, if the differences result licm global or local

lighting changes, the effects of motion of objects established within the scene,

noise, and aliasing effects, these are recognized as such so false alarm is not given.

Detection of local lighting changes such as shown in Fig. 5 are described in the

referenced co-pending application.

Generally, a single processor can handle severa! cameras positioned at

different locations within a protected site. In use, the processor cycles through

the different cameras, visiting each at a predetermined interval. At system

power-up, the processor cycles through all of the cameras doing a self-test on

each. One important test at this time is to record a reference frame against

which later frames will be compared. A histogram of pixel values is formed

from this reference frame. If the histogram is too narrow, a message is sent to

the effect that this camera is obscured and will not used. This is done to guard

against the possibility of someone obscuring the camera while it is off by

physically blocking the lens with an object or by spray-painting it. If a camera

is so obscured, then all the pixel values will be very nearly the same and this

will show up in the histogram. Although the camera is new prevented from

participating in the security system, the system operator is informed that

something is amiss at that particular location so the problem can be investigated.

In accordance with the method, a reference frame fl is created.

Throughout the monitoring operation, this reference frame is continuously

updated if there is no perceived motion within the latest image against which a

reference image is compared. At each subsequent visit to the camera a new

frame f2 is produced and subtracted from the reference. If the difference is not

significant, the system goes on to the next camera. However, if there is a

difference, frame I2 is stored and a third frame 153 is created on the next visit and
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compared to both frames fl and f2. Only if there is a significant difference

between frames f3 and 12 and also frames f3 and fl, is further processing done.

This three frame procedure eliminates false alarms resulting from sudden,

global light changes such as caused by lightning flashes or interior lights going

on or off. A lightning flash occurring during frame £2 will be gone by frame £3,

so there will be no significant difference between frame f3 and fl. On the other

hand, if the interior lights have simply gone on or off between frames fl and f2,

there will be no significant changes between frames f2 and B. In either

instance, the system proceeds on to the next camera with no more processing.

Significant differences between frames fl and f2, frames f3 and f2, and frames

f3 and fl indicate a possible intrusion requiring more processing.

Besides global lighting changes occurring between the images. non-

intruder motion occurring within the scene is also identified so as not to trigger

processing or cause false alarms. Thus, for example, if the fan shown in the lower

left portion of Figs. 4 and 5 ‘were running, movement of the fan blades would also

appear as a change from one image to another. Similarly, if the fan is an

oscillating fan, its sweeping movement would also be detected as a difference

from one image to another. As described hereinafter, and as shown in Fig. 10, the

area within the scene where an object having an associated movement is generally

fixed and its movement is spatially constrained movement, the area where this

movement occurs is identified and masked so, in most instances, motion effects

resulting from operation of the object (fan) are disregarded. Although, if the

motion of an intruder overlaps the masked area, the difference from one image to

another is identified and further processing, including the nonnally masked area

takes place. It will be understood that there are a variety of such sources of

apparent motion which are identified and masked. Besides the fan, there are

clocks both digital and those having hands. In one instance, the numerical display

of time changes; in the other instance, the hands of the clock (particularly the

second hand) has a noticeable movement. Computers with screen savers may

have a constantly changing image on their monitors. In manufacturing areas,
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different pieces of equipment, rotating or reciprocal machinery, robotic arms, etc.,

all exhibit movements which can be identified and accounted for during

processing.

Any video alert system which uses frame-to-frame changes in the video

to detect intrusions into a secured area is also vulnerable to false alarms from

the inadvertent (passing automobile lights, etc.) or deliberate (police or security

guard flashlights) introduction of light into the area, even though no one has

physically entered the area. The system and method of the invention

differentiate between a change in a video frame due to a change in the

irradiation of the surfaces in the FOV (field of view) as in Fig. 5, and a change

due to the introduction of a new reflecting surface in the FOV as in Fig. 3. The

former is then rejected as a light “inn-usion" requiring no alarm, whereas the

latter is identified as a human intruder for which an alarm is given. It is

important to remember that only the presence of a human intruder is of

consequence to the security system, everythitlg else constitutes a false alarm. It

is the capability of the system and method of the invention to yield a high

probability of detection of the presence of a human, while having a low

probability of false alarms which constitutes a technically differentiated video

security system. The video processing means of the present invention can also

defeat the artifacts of noise, aliasing, screen savers, oscillating fans, drapery

blown by air flow through vents, etc.

ALGORITHM PROCESS STEPS

The complete algorithm processes that are implemented by the method

of the present invention are as follows:

Antialiasing;

Detection (Differencing and Thresholding)

Outlining;

Region Grower Segmentation;

Noise removal;

Shadow removal;
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Tests for global and local lighting changes;

Masking;

Shape features;

Fourier Descriptors;

Object classification

ANTIALIASING PROCESS

The alias process is caused by sampling at or near the intrinsic resolution

of the system. As the system is sampled at or near the Nyquist frequency, the

video, on a frame by frame basis, appears to scintillate, and certain areas will

produce Moire like effects. Subtraction on a frame by frame basis would cause

multiple detections on scenes that are unchanging. In many applications where

this occurs it is not economically possible to over sample. Elimination of

aliasing effects is accomplished by convolving the image with an equivalent

two-dimensional (2D) smoothing filter. Whether this is a 3 x 3 or 5 x 5 filter, or

a higher filter, is a matter of preference as are the weights of the filter.

DETECTION PROCESS

The detection process consists of comparing the current image to a

reference image. To initialize the system it is assumed that the operator has

control over the scene and, therefore, will select a single frame for the reference

when there is nothing present. (If necessary, up to 60 successive frames can be

selected and integrated together to obtain an averaged reference image). As

shown in Fig. 1, apparatus 10 employs multiple cameras Cl-C11, but the

methodology with respect to one camera is applicable for all cameras. For each

camera, an image is periodically selected and the absolute difference between

the current image (suitably convolved with the antialiasing filter) and the

reference is determined. The difference image is then thrcsholded (an intensity

threshold) and all of the pixels exceeding the threshold are accumulated. This

step eliminates a significant number of pixels that otherwise would result in a

non-zero result simply by differencing the two images. Making this threshold

value adaptive within a given range of threshold values ensures consistent
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performance. If the count of the pixels exceeding the intensity threshold

exceeds a pixel count threshold, then a potential detection has occurred. At this

time, all connected hit pixels (pixels that exceed the intensity threshold) are

segmented, and a count of each segmented object is taken. If the pixel count of

any object exceeds another pixel count threshold, then a detection is declared.

Accordingly, detection is defined as the total number of hit pixels in the

absolute difference image being large and there is a large connected object in

the absolute difference image.

With respect to noise, the key to rejecting noise induced artifacts is their

size. Noise induced detections are generally spatially small and distributed

randomly throughout the image. The basis for removing these events is to

ascertain the size (area) of connected pixels that exceed the threshold set for

detection. To achieve this, the region where the detected pixels occur is grown

into connected “blobs”. This is done by region growing the blobs. After region

growing, those blobs that are smaller in size than a given size threshold are

removed as false alarms.

REGION GROWER SEGMENTATION

Typically, a region growing algorithm starts with a search for the first

object pixel as the outlining algorithm does. Since searching and outlining has

aiready been perfomied, and since the outline pixels are part of the segmented

object, these do not need to be region grown again. Outline pixel arrays are

now placed on a stack, and the outline pixels are zeroed out in the absolute

difference image. A pixel is then selected (removed from the stack) and the

outline pixels are zeroed out in the absolute difference image. The selected

pixel P and all of its eight neighbors Pl-P8 (see Fig. 9) are examined to see if

hit points occur (i.e. they are non- zero). If a neighbor pixel is non-zero, then it

is added to the stack and zeroed out in the absolute difference image. Note that

for region growing, all eight neighboring pixels are examined, whereas in

outlining, the examination of neighboring pixels stops as soon as an edge pixel

is found. Thus, in outlining, as few as one neighbor may be investigated. The
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region growing segmentation process stops once the stack is empty.

One way to achieve the desired discrimination is to use an elaboration of

the rctincx theory introduced by Edwin Land some 25 years ago. Land’s theory

was introduced to explain why human observers are readily able to identify

difi“ercnces in surface lightness despite greatly varying illumination across a

scene. Although the following discussion is with regards to a human observer,

it will be understood that besides human vision. Land’s theory is also applicable

to viewing systems which function in place of a human viewer. According to

the theory, even if the amount of energy reflected (incident energy times surface

reflectance) from two different surfaces is the same, an observer can detect

differences in the two surface lightness’ if such a difference exists. In other

words, the human visual system has a remarkable ability to see surface

differences and ignore lighting differences. Land's hypothesis was that this

ability derives from comparison of received energies across boundaries in the

scene. Right at any boundary, light gradients make no difference because the

energies received from adjacent regions on opposite sides of a boundary are in

the correct ratio (the same as the ratio of reflectances). Furthermore, correct

judgments about lightness’ of widely separated regions are made by a serial

process of comparisons across intervening regions. At first the theory was

applied only to black and white scenes. Subsequently, it was extended to color

vision by assuming that three separate retinex systems judge the lightness of

surfaces in the three primary colors (red, green and blue). The retinex theory of

color vision is able to explain why surface colors appear very stable to humans

even though the nature of the illumination may change through a wide range.

It is the ability to discern surface differences and ignore lighting changes

which is incorporated into the video security system and method of the present

invention. Therefore, whether or not Land’s theory conectly explains the way

human vision operates, use of his concepts in the present invention make the

system and method immune to light “intrusions”.

A video signal (gray level) for any pixel is given by
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.§'<rIE(?~)r(7t)S(7~)a’l (1)

where E()L) 2 scene spectral irradiance at the pixel in question

!‘(7L) 2 scene spectral reflecrance at the pixel in question

.S'(?«.) 5 sensor spectral response

The constant of proportionality in (1) depends on geometry and camera

characteristics, but is basically the same for all pixels in the frame.

The ratio of video signais for two adjacent pixels is:

gj;__,/_E'1@i17t:S{7t)d7L  _£{).\.1S[R.!di'b

32 fE2mr2<x) S (M an» I E (l)r2(?~) S on as

(2)

where we have used Land’s approximation that the scene irradiance does not

vary significantly between adjacent pixels: E3005 E20.); EOL). Assuming that

the spectral reflectances are nearly constant over the spectral response of the

camera, then r,,(?L) "=*r,, = 1, 2 and

g1.: Ej\.S7L6DL_[i

8'2 *2 IEO») S0») dk r2

(3)

In other words, for the conditions specified, ratios of adjacent pixel

values satisfy the requirement of being determined by scene reflectances only

and are independent of scene illumination. It remains to consider the

practicality of the approximations used to arrive at (3). A basic assumption in

the retinex process is that of only gradual spatial variations in the scene

irradiance; that is, we must have nearly the same irradiance of adjacent pixel

areas in the scene. This assumption is generally true for diffilse lighting, but for

directional sources it may not be. For example, the intrusion of a light beam

into the area being viewed can introduce rather sharp shadows, or change the

amount of light striking a vertical surface without simiiarly changing the

amount of light striking an adjacent tilted surface. In these instances, ratios
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between pixels straddling the shadow line in the first instance, or the surfaces in

the second instance, will change even though no object has been introduced into

the scene. However, even in these cases, with 512 by 484 resolution, the pixel-

to-pixel change is often less than it appears to the eye, and the changes only

appear at the boundaries, not within the interiors of the shadows or surfaces. By

establishing a threshold on hits, the system can tolerate a number of these hits

without triggering an intrusion ala.rrn.

Another method, based on edge mapping, is also possible. As in the

previous situation, the edge mapping process would be employed after an initial

detection stage is triggered by pixel value changes from one frame to the next.

Within each detected “blob” area, an edge map is made for both the initial

(unchanged) frame and the changed frame that triggered the alert. Such an edge

map can be constructed by running an edge enhancement filter (such as a Sobel

filter) and then thresholding. If the intrusion is just a light change, then the

edges within the blob should be basically in the same place in both frames.

However, if the intrusion is an object, then some edges from the initial frame

will be obscured in the changed frame and some new edges, internal to the

intruding object, will be introduced.

Extensive laboratory testing revealed problems with both methods. In

particular, it is difficult to set effective thresholds with the retinex method,

because with a background and intrusive object both containing large uniform

areas, many adjacent pixel ratios of unity in both the reference frame and the

new frame are obtained. Therefore the fraction of ratios that are changed is

diluted by those which contribute no information one way or the other. On the

other hand, the edge mapping method shows undue dependence on light

changes because typical edge masks use absolute differences in pixel values.

Light changes can cause new edges to appear, or old ones to disappear, in a

binary edge rnap even through there is no intervening object. By exploiting

concepts from both methods, and key to this invention, an algorithm having

both good detection and false alarm performance characteristics has been
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constructed. Additional system features also help eliminate light changes of

certain types which are expected to occur, so to further enhance performance.

The basic premise of the variable light rejection algorithm used in the

method of the invention is to compare ratios of adjacent pixels from a

segmented area in frame fl with ratios from corresponding pixels in frame f3,

but to restrict the ratios to those across significant edges. Restricting the

processing to ratios of pixels tends to reject illumination changes, and using

only edge pixels eliminates the dilution of information caused by large uniform
areas.

In implementing the algorithm,

a) Ratios R of adjacent pixels (both horizontally and vertically) in frame fl

are tested to determine if they significantly differ from unity: R-1 >T.? or

(UR)-l >T1?, where T, is a predetermined threshold value. Every time such a

significant edge pair is found an edge count value is incremented.

b) Those pixel pairs that pass either of the tests in a) have their

corresponding ratios R’ for frame f3 calculated.

c) A check is made to see if R’ differs significantly from the corresponding
ratio R:

iR’-R]/R >'I‘2?, where T; is a second predetermined threshold value. Each time

this test is passed a hit count value is incremented.

d) A test is made for new edges in frame £3 (i.e., edges not in frame fl): R’-

l >T,? or (lfR’)-1 >T.'? Every time such a new significant edge pair is found

the edge count value is incremented again.

e) Those pixel pairs that pass either of the tests in d) have their

corresponding ratios from frame fl, R. calculated.

i) A check is made to see if ratio R’ differs significantly from the

corresponding ratio R: IR’-R|fR >T2? Each time this test is passed the hit count

value is incremented again.

g) The segmented area is now deemed an intrusion if the ratio of changed

edges to the edge count value (ecv) is sufficiently large: that is, there is an
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intrusion if Hfecv >T3, where T3 is a third predetermined threshold value.

SHADOW REMOVAL

While the object is being outlined and segmented, the x and y

coordinates of the pixels outlined and segmented are accumulated. This

information is now used to calculate the centroid 2 (see Fig. 6B) of the object.

Also, the minimum and maximum x and y pixel coordinates of the object are

computed at this time (see Fig. 6B). Both the centroid of the object and the

object’s minimum and maximum x, y coordinate values are used in a process to

remove a shadow S (see Fig. 6A) from the object. Using the coordinate values,

and assuming that life forms exhibit compact mass shapes, pieces of the object

which stick out can be identified as a shadow and can be curtailed during

subsequent processing. For drawing simplification, object O is shown in Fig.
4B with its shadow S removed.

SHAPE FEATURES

Having outlined and region grown an object to be recognized, a series of

linear shape features and Fourier descriptors are extracted for each segmented

region. Values for shape features are numerically derived from the image of the

object based upon the x, y pixel coordinates obtained during outlining and

segmentation of the object. These features include, for example, values

representing the height of the object (y m. — y mi,,.), its width (x ,m. — x mm),

horizontal and vertical edge counts, and degree of circularity. However, it will

be understood that there are a large number of factors relating to the features of

an object and that some, or all, of the above listed features can be used with

combinations of these other factors in order to classify an object. What is

important is that any feature factor selected facilitate the distinction between a

human and a non-human class of objects.

FOURIER DESCRJPTORS

Fourier descriptors represent a set of features used to recognize a

silhouette or contour of an object. As shown in Fig. 6C, the outline of an object

is resampled into equally spaced points located about the edge of the object.
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The Fourier descriptors are computed by treating these points as complex points

and creating a point complex FFT (Fast Fourier Transform} for the sequence.

The resulting coefficients are a function of the position, size, orientation. and

starting point P of the outline. Using these coefficients, Fourier descriptors are

extracted which are invariant to these variables. As a result of performing the

feature extractions, what remains is a set of features which now describe the

segmented object.

FEATURE SET NORMALIZATION

The feature set obtained as described above is now normalized. For

example, the set of features may be rescaled if the range of values for one of the

features of the object is larger or smaller than the range which the rest of the

features of the object have. Further, a test data base is established and when the

feature data is tested on this data base, a feature may be found to be skewed. To

eliminate this skewing, a mathematical function such as a logarithmic function

is applied to the feature value. To further normalize the features, each feature

value may be exercised through a linear function; that is, for example, a

constant value is added to the feature value, and the result is then multiplied by

another constant value. It will be understood that other consistent descriptors

such as wavelet coefficients and fractal dimensions can be used instead of

Fourier descriptors.

OBJECT CLASSIFIER

Having normalized a feature set, the set is now evaluated in order to

classify the object which is represented by the set. An object classifier portion

of the processor means is provided as an input the normalized feature set for the

object to be classified. The object classifier has already been provided feature

set information for humans as well as for a variety of animals (cat, dog, bird)

such as shown in Figs. 7A — 7C. These Figs. show the presence of each animal

in an actual scene as viewed by the camera of the system. By evaluation the

feature set for the object with those for humans and animals, the classifier can

determine a confidence value for each of three classes: human, animal and
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unknown. Operation of the classifier includes implementation of a linear or

non-iinear classifier. A linear classifier may, for example implement a Bayes

technique, as is well known in the art. A non-linear classifier may employ, for

example, a neural net which is also well-known in the art, or its equivalent.

Regardless of the object classifier used, operation of the classifier produces a

“hard” decision as to whether the object is human, non-human, or unknown.

Further, the method involves using the algorithm to look at a series of

consecutive frames in which the object appears, perform the above described

sequence of steps for each individual frame, and integrate the results of the

separate classifications to further verify the result.

Depending upon the outcome of the above analysis, the processing

means, in response to the results of the object classification provides an

indication of an intrusion if the object is classified as a human. It does not

provide any indication if the object is classified as an animal. This prevents

faise alarms. It will be understood, that because an image of a scene provided

by a camera C is evaluated on a continual basis, every one-half second for

example, the fact that a human is now present in the scene but the result of the

classification process may not identify him as such at one instant, does not mean

that the intrusion will be missed. Rather, it only means that the human was not

recognized as such at that instant. Because the movement of a human intruder

into and through the scene involves motion of the person’s head, trunk, and

limbs, their position or posture will be recognized as those of a human, if-not in

one image of the scene, then probably in the next. And, anytime the presence of

a human intrusion is continually recognized in accordance with the method of

the invention, the alarm is given. Moreover, if the result of an object

classification is unknown, an alarm indication is also given. However, the level

of the alarm is less than that for a classified human intrusion. What this lower

level alarm does is to alert security personnel that something has occurred which

may require investigation. This is important because while the system is

designed to not provide false alarms, it is also designed to not miss any human
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intrusions either. Because of the manner in which the algorithm is constructed,

the possibility an object will be classified as unknown is very small. As a

result, the instances in which a low level alarm will be sounded will be

infrequent. This is a much different situation than sounding an alarm every time

there is an anomaly.

An alarm, when it is given, is transmitted to a remote site such as a

central monitoring location staffed by security personnel and from which a

number of locations can be simultaneously monitored.

In view of the foregoing, it will be seen that the several objects of the

invention are achieved and other advantageous results are obtained.

As various changes could be made in the above constructions without

departing from the scope of the invention. it is intended that all matter contained

in the above description or shown in the accompanying drawings shall be

interpreted as illustrative and not in a limiting sense.
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Claims

I. A video security system visually monitoring a scene and detecting the

presence of a human intruder within the scene comprising imaging means

continually viewing the scene and producing a signal representative of the scene;

processor means processing the signal, comparing the signal representing the

scene at one point in time with a similar signal representing the scene at a

previous point in time, and identiiying those segments of the scene at said one

point in time which differ from segments of the scene at the earlier point in time;

and, discriminator means evaluating those segments of the scene identified as

being difierent to classify each segment as a human life fonn or not, to give an

alarm whenever an object present in one of the segments is classified as a human

life form representing a human intruder within the scene, and to give no alarm if

objects present in the segments are classified as non—human life forms.

2. The video security system of ciaim 1 wherein said discriminator means

includes means comparing pixel elements contained in each segment of the scene

at one point in time and corresponding pixel elements contained in a

corresponding segment fiom the scene at the earlier point in time, and producing

an outline of each segment within the later scene which differs from a

corresponding segment in the earlier scene.

3. The video security system of claim 2 wherein said discriminator means

further includes means growing each segment to a size which incorporates all of

the pixels which define an object contained within the segment.

4. The video security system of claim 3 wherein said discriminator means

further includes means extracting a set of features lrorn the object.

5. The video security system of claim 4 wherein said feature extraction

means includes means extracting linear shape features from the object as

numerical values representing such factors as the height, width, horizontal and

vertical edges ofthe object, and degree of circularity of the object.

6. The video security system of claim 4 wherein said feature extraction

means further includes means extracting Fourier descriptors of tlie silhouette
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shape features of the object.

7. The video security system of claim 6 wherein said feature extraction

means fiuther includes means nonznalizing any value obtained from the feature

extraction means in the event said value falls outside a predetermined range of

values for the particular feature.

8. The video security system of claim 6 wherein said discriminator means

further includes classifier means evaluating said set of features for said object with

sets of features representing human and non-human life forms and for deriving a

value representing a degree of confidence as to the correspondence ofthe object to
a human or non-human life form.

9. The video security system of claim 8 further including means providing an

alarm indication only if the degree of confidence for the correspondence of the

object to a human life fonn exceeds a predetermined confidence level.

10. The video security system of claim 8 wherein said classifier means

includes a linear object classification means providing a confidence level output

for each of the three classes: human, animal, and unknown.

11. The video security system of claim 8 wherein said classifier means

includes a non-linear object classification means providing a confidence level

output for each of three classes: human. animal. and unknown.

12. The video security system of claim I wherein said discrimination means

includes means executing an algorithm to perfonn object classification.

13. The video security system of claim 4 wherein said feature extraction

means includes means eliminating shadows cast by an object represented by the
segment.

14. The video security system of claim 9 wherein said alarm indication means

further provides a second alarm indication if an object is classified as unknown.

15. A video security system visually monitoring a scene and detecting motion

of an object within the scene comprising imaging means continually viewing the

scene and producing a signal representative of the scene; processor means

processing said signal, comparing the signal representing the scene at one point in
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time with a similar signal representing the scene at a previous point in time, and

identifying these segments ofthe scene at said one point in time which differ from

segments of the scene at the earlier point in time; and, discriminator means

evaluating those segments of the scene identified as being difierent to determine if

the differences are caused by surface differences which are indicative of the

presence of an intruder within the scene, or lighting changes which occur within

the scene and do not indicate the presence of an intruder, and if the difference is

caused by the presence of an intruder providing an indication thereof, said

discriminator means including means comparing pixel elements contained in each

segment of the scene at the one point in time and corresponding pixel elements

contained in a corresponding segment from the scene at the earlier point in time.

and means determining a ratio of light intensity between each pixel in a segment

with each pixel adjacent thereto, and means comparing the ratio values for the

pixels in the segment of the scene at one point in time with the ratio values for the

pixels in the corresponding segment of the scene at the earlier point in time.

16. A method of evaluating a scene to determine if any perceived movement

within the scene is caused by an intruder into the scene comprising viewing the

scene and creating an image of the scene, said image of said scene comprising a

plurality of pixels arranged in an array; comparing the image of the scene with a

reference image thereof to produce a difference image, producing said difference

image including convolving the image with an antialiasing means to eliminate any

aliasing effects in the resulting difference image, outlining any segments where a

possible movement has occurred, detennining a ratio of light intensity between

each pixel in a segment with each pixel adjacent thereto, and comparing the ratio

values for the pixels in a segment of one image with the ratio values for the pixels

in the corresponding segment of other image; processing the difference image to

identify any segments therewithin which, based upon a first predetennined set of

criteria, represent spatially constrained movements of an object fixed within the

scene, and further processing the difference image to identify any segments

therewithin which, based upon a second predetermined set of criteria, represent
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artifacts not caused by the presence of an intruder within the scene, said segments

meeting said first and second sets of criteria being identified as segments not

requiring further processing; and, further processing those segments within the

difference image which remain to determine if movement therewithin is caused by
an intruder.
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the Patent Application Information and Fietrieval (PAIR) system. The direct link to access this
status information is currently http:i'i'pair.uspto.govi. Prior to publication, such status information is

confidential and may only be obtained by applicant using the private side of PAIFL

Further assistance in electronically accessing the publication, or about PAIR, is available by calling
the Patent Electronic Business Center at 1-866-217-9197.

Pre-Grant Publication Division, 703-605-4283
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't.nt.NI Patent and Trademark 0I'i'I(~a:
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APPLICATION NUMBER F'L'NE‘,3A‘?r'E3"‘°’ one ART UNIT FIL FE ATTY.DOCKET.NO TOT cows IND CLAIMS
E FiEC'D

11I’692,43D {]3i'28i'2007 2624 540 126.107 22 3

CONFIRMATION N0. 7545

22846 UPDATED FILING RECEIPT

BRIAN ROFFE, E80
11 SUNRISE PLAZA, SUITE 303
VALLEY STREAM, NY1 1580-6111

Date Mailed: 05f10r20{J7

Receipt is acknowledged of this regular Patent Application. It will be considered in its order and you will be
notified as to the results of the examination. Be sure to provide the U.S. APPLICATION NUMBER, FILING
DATE, NAME OF APPLICANT, and TITLE OF INVENTION when inquiring about this application. Fees
transmitted by check or draft are subject to collection. Please verify the accuracy of the data presented on
this receipt. Ii an error is noted on this Filing Fleceipt, please mail to the Commissioner ior Patents
P.0. Box 1450 Alexandria Va 22313-1450. Please provide a copy of this Filing Fleceipt with the
changes noted thereon. if you received a "Notice to File Missing Parts" tor this application, please
submit any corrections to this Filing Receipt with your reply to the Notice. When the USPTO
processes the reply to the Notice, the USPTO will generate another Filing Receipt incorporating the
requested corrections (it appropriate).

Applicant(s)
Mark Dronge. Tenafly, NJ;

Power oi Attorney: The patent practitioners associated with Customer Number 223-tfi

Domestic Priority data as claimed by applicant

This appln claims benefit of 60f743,894 0329x2006
and claims benefit of 60i’804,660 06l14f2006

Foreign Applications

If Required, Foreign Fiiing License Granted: 04r[}5i'2007

The country code and number of your priority application, to be used for filing abroad under the Paris Convention, is

US11.l692,430

Projected Publication Date: 1oro4r2oo7

Non-Publication Request: No

Early Publication Flequest: No

"" SMALL ENTITY "

Title

SECURITY ALARM SYSTEM

Preliminary Class
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382

PROTECTING YOUR INVENTION OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES

Since the rights granted by a US. patent extend only throughout the territory oi the United States and have
no effect in a foreign country, an inventor who wishes patent protection in another country must apply for a
patent in a specific country or in regional patent offices. Applicants may wish to consider the filing of an
international application under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT). An international {PCT} application
generally has the same effect as a regular national patent application in each PCT-member country. The
PCT process simplifies the filing of patent applications on the same invention in member countries, but
does not result in a grant of "an international patent" and does not eliminate the need of applicants to file
additional documents and tees in countries where patent protection is desired.

Almost every country has its own patent law, and a person desiring a patent in a particular country must
make an application for patent in that country in accordance with its particular laws. Since the laws of many
countries differ in various respects from the patent law of the United States, applicants are advised to seek
guidance from specific foreign countries to ensure that patent rights are not lost prematurely.

Applicants also are advised that in the case of inventions made in the United States, the Director of the
USPTO must issue a license before applicants can apply for a patent in a foreign country. The filing of a U.S.
patent application serves as a request for a foreign filing license. The application's filing receipt contains
further information and guidance as to the status of applicant's license for foreign filing.

Applicants may wish to consult the USPTO booklet. "éeneral Information Concerning Patents" (specifically,
the section entitled "Treaties and Foreign Patents") for more information on timeframes and deadlines for
tiling foreign patent applications. The guide is available either by contacting the USPTO Contact Center at
800-786-9199, or it can be viewed on the USPTO website at
httpulfwww.usptogoviweblufficesipacfdocfgeneraliindex.htm|.

For information on preventing theft of your intellectual property (patents, trademarks and copyrights), you
may wish to consult the U.S. Government website, http:ffwww.stopfakes.gov. Part of a Department of
Commerce initiative. this website includes self-help "toolkits" giving innovators guidance on how to protect
intellectual property in specific countries such as China, Korea and Mexico. For questions regarding patent
enforcement issues, applicants may call the U.S. Government hotline at 1—866—999—HALT {1-866-999-4158}.

LICENSE FOR FOREIGN FILING UNDER

Title 35, United States Code, Section 184

Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, 5.11 8. 5.15
QBANIED

The applicant has been granted a license under 35 U.S.C. 184, if the phrase “iF REQUIRED. FOREIGN
FILING LICENSE GRANTED" followed by a date appears on this form. Such licenses are issued in all
applications where the conditions for issuance of a license have been met, regardless of whether or not a
license may be required as set forth in 3? CFR 5.15. The scope and limitations of this license are set forth in
37 CFR 5.15(a} unless an earlier license has been issued under 37 CFR 5.15(b). The license is subject to
revocation upon written notification. The date indicated is the effective date of the license, unless an earlier
license of similar scope has been granted under 37 CFR 5.13 or 5.14.

This license is to be retained by the licensee and may be used at any time on or after the effective date
thereof unless it is revoked. This license is automatically transferred to any related applicationsis} filed under
37 CFR 1.53(cl}. This license is not retroactive.

The grant of a license does not in any way lessen the responsibility of a licensee for the security of the
subject matter as imposed by any Government contract or the provisions of existing laws relating to
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espionage and the national security or the export of technical data. Licensees should apprise themselves of
current regulations especially with respect to certain countries, of other agencies, particularly the Oifice of
Delense Trade Controls, Department of State [with respect to Arms, Munitions and Implements of War {22
OFF! 121428)): the Bureau of Industry and Security, Department of Commerce (15 OFF! parts 730-774}; the
Office oi Foreign Assetscontrol, Department of Treasury (31 CFR Parts 500+) and the Department of
Energy.

N T FIANTED

No license under 35 U.S.C. 184 has been granted at this time, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN
FILING LICENSE GRANTED" DOES NOT appear on this form. Applicant may still petition for a license
under 37 CFR 5.12. it a license is desired pefore the expiration of 6 months from the filing date of the
application. If 6 months has iapsed from the filing date of this application and the licensee has not received
any indication of a secrecy order under 35 U.S.C. 181, the licensee may foreign file the application pursuant
to 37 CFR 5.15(b).
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4’

_.-..'_:» S PATENT AND TIMDEMARK OFFICE UNITED 5'I‘A'l'l'-3 DFPA fl’I‘I\"| ENT OF‘ C01l1.\1 FIRCF2
United States Patent and ‘l"rnde-nmrk Officc
.-\M.mu: COMMISSIONER FUR PATENTS

P10. Bax I-ISO '
Alqxnndlia. \’i:gmi.n 7.21:1-I-I50urww.ulplo.gov

I ll'692,430 03z‘28l200'l Mark Dronge 126.107

CONFIRMATKJN NO. 7545

22345 FORMALITIES

BRIAN ROFFE, ESQ §_E'n‘ER
11 SUNRISE PLAZA, SUITE 303
VALLEY STREAM, NY 11580-6111

Date Mailed: 04i06l2007

NOTICE TO FILE MISSING PARTS OF NONPROVISIONSQL APPLICATION

FILED UNDER 37 CFR 1.53[b}

Filing Date Granted

lte s ired To Av ' andonment:

An application number and filing date have been accorded to this application. The |tem(s) indicated below.
however. are missing. Applicant is given TWO MONTHS from the date of this Notice within which to file all
required items and pay any fees required below to avoid abandonment. Extensions of time may be obtained by
filing a petition accompanied by the extension fee under the provisions of 3? CFR 1.‘i36(a}.

o The statutory basic filing fee is missing.
Applicant must submit $ 300 to complete the basic fiiing fee for a non-smali entity. if appropriate, applicant
may make a written assertion of entitlement to small entity status and pay the small entity filing fee {3?
CFR t.2'r').

0 The oath or declaration is missing. A properly signed oath or declaration in compiiance with 37 CFR 1.63,
identifying the application by the above Application Number and Filing Date, is required.
Note: lf a petition under 37 CFR 1.47 is being fried. an oath or declaration in compliance with 3? CFR 1. 63
signed by ali avaiiable joint inventors, or if no inventor is available by a party with sufficient proprietary
interest. is required.

The applicant needs to satisfy suppiemental fees problems indicated below.

The required items} identified below must be timely submitted to avoid abandonment:

o Additional ciaim fees of $100 as a non-small entity, including any required multiple dependent ciaim fee, are

required. Applicant must submit the additional claim fees or cancel the additional claims for which fees are due.
o To avoid abandonment, a surcharge (for late submission of fiting fee. search fee, examination fee or oath or
declaration) as set forth in 37 CFR 1.16(f) of $130 for a non-small entity, must be submitted with the missing items

idemmed i" thimette" -' 04/so/zoo? i:uinu1 £lDtt000161169E430

E 01 FC:40ll ?5.IID IIPSUMMARY OF FEES DU 02 FI2:E11l 250.00 UP
03 I-'E:E3ll 100.00 BF

Total additional feats) required for this application is $1230 for a non-small erl1it;FC:E051 55.00 UPis Fl::22oE 50.00 UP
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$300 Statutory basic filing fee.

$130 Surcharge.

The apptication search fee has not been paid, Applicant must submit $500 to complete the search fee.

The application examination fee has not been paid. Applicant must submit $200 to complete the
examination fee for a non~smat| entity.

a Total additional claim fee(s) for this application is $100

u $100 for 2 total claims over 20.

Replies should be mailed to: Mail Stop Missing Parts

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria VA 22313-1450

Registered users of EF3-Web may alternatively submit their reply to this notice via EFS~Web.
httgszflsportal.uspto.goviauthenticatemuthenticateUserLoca|EPF.htm|

For more information about EFS-Web please call the USPTO Electronic Business Center at 1-866-217-9197 or
visit our website at httr.3:h‘\rvvvw.uspto.govlebc.

Ifyou are not using EFS- Web to submityour reply, you must include a copy of (Iris notic-e.

nitial Patent Examination (570 272-4000, or l-800-PTO-9|99
PART2 - COPY TO BE RETURNED WITH RESPONSE
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Attorney Docket No. 126.10?

1 UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Application of: Mark Dronge

Serial No.: 1 lf692,430

Filed: . March 28, 2007

For: Security Alarm System

Confimiation No.: 7545

Customer No; ' 22846

RESPONSE TO NOTICE TO FILE

MISSING PARTS OF NONPROVISIONAL APPLICATION

Mail Stop Missing Parts
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450 April 16, 2007
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

In response to the Notice to File Missing Parts ofNonprovisional Application dated April 6,

2007 (a copy of which is enclosed), submitted herewith is a properly signed Declaration for Patent

Application. Small Entity Status is claimed.

A Font: 2038 for payment of the basic filing fee of $75 (based on electronic filing),

application search fee of $250, application examination fee of $100, surcharge of $65, and

additional fees of $50 (totaling $540), all based on small entity status, is enclosed.

I-‘I I151’ CLASS M.-\ I I. CERTIFICATION

I lacrchy cci1£I'y Ili.-it this corrcspniidcncc andfor fee is
hcing deposited with the United Stalcs Postal Service
as llrsi class mail in an envelope addressed to "Mail
Stop Missing Parts. Commissioiicr fnr Palenls. i’.O. Bo.-t
I450 iI'\lcNEIl1{l:‘l:i. VA }.'23|3-l4S0"u:1 April 16. 200'!

/llrn-»-3.13;-.aliJ..e
I-Inn)’ Sculinc
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Any deficiency or overpayment of fees for this application should be charged or credited to

Deposit Account No. 50-1268.

An early and favorable action on the merits is earnestly solicited.

Respectfully

Attorney or Applicant

Reg. No. 35,336

Brian Roffe, Esq.

l 1 Sunrise Plaza, Suite 303

Valley Stream, New York 1 I580-6! l 1

Tel.: (516) 256-5636

Fax: (SI 6) 256-5638

Enclosures

Copy ofNotice to File Missing Parts (2 pages)

Declaration for Patent Application (2 pages)

Information Disclosure Statement (6 pages)

One Article Reference (4 pages)

Credit Card Payment Form (PTO-2038)
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DECLARATION AND POWER OF ATTORNEY FOR

U.S. NON-PROVISIONAL PATENT APPLICATION

As at below named inventor, I hereby declare that:

Each inventor’s residence, mailing address, and citizenship are as stated below next to their

I believe the inventor(s) named below to be the original and first inventor(s) ofthe subject matter

which is claimed and for which a patent is sought on the invention entitled:

SECURITY ALARM SYSTEM

the specification ofwhich was filed on March 28, 200?‘ as US. patent application Ser. No. l l;’692,430.

I hereby state that l have reviewed and understand the contents of the above-identified

specification, including the claims, as amended by any amendment referred to above.

I acknowledge the duty to disclose information which is material to the patentability as defined

in 37 C.F.R. §l.56, including for continuation-in-part applications, material information which became

available between the filing date of the prior application and the national or PCT International filing date

ofthe continuation-in-part application.
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I hereby appoint the attomey(s) andfor agent(s) associated with Customer Number 22846

to prosecute this application and to transact all business in the Patent and Trademark Office connected

therewith.

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that all

statements made on infonnation and belief are believed to be true; and further that these statements were

made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made are punishable by fine or

imprisonment, or both, under 18 U.S.C. §l00l and that such willful false statements may jeopardize the

validity ofthe application or any patent issued thereon.

Full name of sole inventor, (given name, family name) Mark Dronge

5

lnventor‘s signature ' i 3 7

Residence Tenafly, New Jersey - Citizenship U S A

Post Office Address: 33 Kenwood Road, Tenafly, New Jersey 07670
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Attorney Docket No. 126.107

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Application of: Mark Dronge

Serial No.: 1 lf692,430

Confinrtation No. ';'545

Filed: March 28, 200?

For: Security Alarm System

Customer Number: 22846

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

Mail Stop Non Fee
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450 April 16, 2007
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

Applicant herewith submits a list of references potentially material to the subject matter of

the above-referenced application. Since this application is being filed after June 30, 2003, the

requirement for a copy of the U.S. patent publications has been waived. A copy of the article

reference and an abstract of each of the foreign patent references are enclosed.

This submission does not represent that a search has been made or that no better prior art

exists. While the term “reference” is used in citing each of the publications called to the

Examiner's attention herein, applicant does not make any admission that each or all of them are

“prior art” references within the meaning of the statutory and case law.

Applicant reserves the right to contend, where appropriate, that a reference asserted against

any claim ofthe present application is not prior art under the facts and the law.
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Applicant also reserves the right to present appropriate arguments andfor evidence to

establish patentability over the references, should one or more of the references be applied against

the claims of the present application.

Applicant respectfiilly requests that the Examiner independently determine those items that

the Examiner would consider the most pertinent of all the references cited herein.

It is respectfully requested that these references be considered and made of record.

Respectfully sub tted,

Bri offe

Attorney for Applicant

Reg. No. 35,336

Brian Rofife, Esq.

I I Sunrise Plaza, Suite 303

Valley Stream, New York 1 1580-61 1 I

Tel.: (516)256-5636

Fax: (5 I 6) 256-5638

Enclosure

PTO-I449 (6 pages)

One Article Reference (4 pages)

Foreign Patent Abstracts (7 pages)
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PTCIFSBIDBR {D3-03 )
Ap|3l'D1-fed for use through 07l'31n'2OD5. OMB 0551-0031

. _ U.S. Pment and Trademark Office: US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Undet the Papen-work R . ..-'3 - As: of 1995. E E3 -- res are required in respond lo a collection of infurrnalion unless it mnlains a vain OMEI eomrcl number.

.‘ ‘:6 _

11692430

'”F°R""”'°" °'S°"°s”RE
ST“E""'5”“3"'°“""-'°““T( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

—

U.S.PATENTS

. . . . Pages.Co1umns.Lines where

"er 32° Patent Number €336 Issue Date Efatzflzdogzihenflgenet or Apphcam Relevant Passages or Retevanl
Figures Appear

1994-D2-01 

1993-O5-O5 Tsuchikawa et al.
1999-01-26 Miramonti et al_

EFS Web 2.0
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Application Number 11692430

Filing Date 200?-03-28
INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

( Not for submission under 3? CFR 1.99}

First Named Inventor Mark Dronge

Art Unit

Examiner Name

Attorney Docket Number 126.10?

I‘576284? I 2004-08-31 Shemesh et al.
I6854789 I 2005-03-08 Wolfe
If you wish to add additional US. Patent citation information please click the Add button.

U.S.PATENT APPLICATION PUBLICATIONS

Pages.Co|umns,Lines where
Relevant Passages or Reievant
Figures Appear

Kind Publication Name ofPatenteeorAppIicant
Publication Number of cited Document

II20040215750 I 2004-10-23
ll2004023328? I 2004-11-25
-20050011466‘ I 2005-01-20  
I20050151651 I 2005-U?-14  
if you wish to add additional U.S. Published Application citation information please click the Add button.

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

Name of Patentee or Pages‘c°|umn5'LineS
Examine Cite Foreign Document Country Kind Publication . . where RelevantCode? i 3‘;';:_'l‘:::1t°fc'ted Passages or Relevant

Figures Appear

EFS Web 2.0
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Avv'ication Number
- Filing Date " 2007-03-20

First Named Inventor Mark Dronge

I
I

JP5328355 I ITakaiwa et al_
JP7050B25 IHideo et al.

I
If you wish to add additional Foreign Patent Documentcitation information please click the Add button

NON-PATENT LITERATURE DOCUMENTS

Include name of the author (in CAPITAL LETTERS), title of the article (when appropriate), title of the item
(book, magazine. ioumal. serial. symposium, catalog, etc). date. pages(s), volume-issue number(s},
publisher, city andlor country where published.

JP5D54198

"TAC IINET Seven Security", TAC. Jan. 2006

If you wish to add additional non-patent literature document citation information please click the Add button

EFS Web 2.0
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Application Number
Filing Date 2007-03-23

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

[ Hot for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

First Named inventor Mark Dronge

Art Unit 2624

Examiner Name

 ‘ Attorney Docket Number 126.107

. I . _ J.:!I'-.-I _

‘EXAMINER: Initial if refere‘n'c considered. whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through a
citation if not in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this fon-n with next communication to applicant.

‘ See Kind Codes of USPTO Patent Documents at WWW.{jSPTDfl_\£ or MPEP 901.34. 2 Enter office that issued the document. by the two-letter code (WIPO
Standard ST.3}. 3 For Japanese patent documents. the indication oi the year of the reign of the Emperor rnust precede the serial number of the patent document.
‘ Kind of document by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST.16 if possible. 5 Applicant is to place a check man: here iEnglish language translation is attached.

EFS Web 2.0
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Application Number 11692430

Filing Date 200?-D3-28
INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

(Not for submission ' ‘- - _R 1.99)

First Named Inventor Man: Dronge

Art Unit 2624

Examiner Name

Attorney Docket "Number 126.107

CERTIFICATION STATEMENT

Please see 3? CFR 1.9? and 1.98 to make the appropriate selection(s):

That each item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was first cited in any communication
CI from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign appfication not more than three months prior to the filing of the

information disclosure statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(1).

OR

That no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was cited in a communication from a

foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application. and. to the knowledge of the person signing the certification
after making reasonable inquiry, no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was known to

any individual designated in 37 CFR 1.56(c) more than three months prior to the filing of the information disclosure
statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(2).

See attached certification statement.

Fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.1? {p) has been submitted herewith.
None

SIGNATURE

A signature of the applicant or representative is required in accordance with CFR 1.33, 10.18. Please see CFR 1.4(d) for the
form of the signature. ‘

Signature Date (WW-MM-00>
Name.-‘Print Registration Number 35.336

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the
public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 3? CFR
1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1 hour to complete, including gathering, preparing and submitting the completed
application form to the USPTO. Time wiil vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you
require to complete this form andior suggestions for reducing this burden. should be sent to the Chief Information Officer. US.
Patent and Trademark Office, US. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria. VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND

FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents. P.0. Box 1450, Alexandria,VA 22313-1450.

EFS Web 2.0
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. ' ‘ 9) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the
attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act. please be advised
that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited
is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to

process andior examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not fumish the requested
information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process andior examine your submission, which may
result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act

(5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the
Department of Justice to determine whether the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these record s.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence to a
court. magistrate, or administrative tribunal. including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of setttement
negotiations.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed. as a routine use. to a Member of Congress submitting a
request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance from the
Member with respect to the subject matter of the record.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use. to a contractor of the Agency having need for
the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the
requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m}.

A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records
may be disclosed, as a routine use. to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization. pursuant
to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of
National Security review (35 USC. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 213(c)).

A record from this system of records may be disclosed. as a routine use, to the Administrator, Genera! Services, or
hislher designee. during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency’s responsibility to
recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under authority of 44 USC. 2904 and
2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this
purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make
determinations about individuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed. as a routine use, to the public after either publication of the

application pursuant to 35 USC. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may be
disclosed. subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14. as a routine use, to the pubtic if the record was filed in an application
which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is referenced by either a
published application. an application open to public inspections or an issued patent.

9. A record from this system of records may be disclosed. as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law

enforcement agency. if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potentiat violation of law or regulation.

EF5 Web 2.0
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e‘sp@cenet document view Page 1 of 1

SECURITY SUPE RVISING DEVICE

Patent number: JP1 140396

Publlcatlnn date: 1Q39.05-[}1

1|'|"'BM0|'= . NISHITANI TAKUJI; TOMITA YASUHIRO; FUNABASHI SEIJU
Annlltaflh HITACHI LTD;; HITACHI MICROCUMPUTER ENG
ctasslficatlon:

— Internauonar: GOBF15.'70; Goaersn 3-, Goeezuoo
- european:

*PF"=3*'°" "|"'“"='= JP1987029?592 19871 127

Wloritv numhartsk JP19870297592 1987112?

Report a data error hem

Abstract of JP1140396

PURPOSE:To prevent an erroneous alarm from
generating by processing a picture inputted from a
supervising camera. measuring the distance of an
object in a supervising environment, comparing a
distance measured result in a state without any
invaded object and the distance measured resutt at
the time of supervising. and deciding the existence.
the position, and the size of the invaded object.
CONST|TUTl0N:A supervised area memory device
103 sets the area of the environment to be

supervised based on the output result of distance
measuring equipment 107 for picture data
photographed in the state without the invaded
obiect and stores the set area. an object extractor
109 compares the output of the distance measuring
equipment 107 which can be obtained one afler
another at the time of supervising and the
supervised area stored in the supervised area
memory device 108 and extracts the distance
measured result for the invaded object. A deciding
device 110 decides the existence of the invaded

object based on the output of the object extractor
109. and when the invaded object exists. the
deciding device 110 calculates the size and position
of the invaded object. An alarming device 111
generates an alarm when the invaded object exists.
and further, the size of the invaded object is larger
than a constant value previously determined. Thus.
the erroneous alarm due to the change of lighting
conditions and the invasion of a small animal can be
eliminated. -
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(57) Abstract

A video detection system (I0) and method
detects an intruder from video images of a scene.
The method employs a recognition process to
differentiate between humans and animals. The

method is used only after possible false alarms
resulting from identified effects of noise, alias~
ing, non--intruder motion occuring within the
scene. and effects of global or local lighting
changes. The object recognition process includes '
determining the regions containing a potential in-
truder. outlining and growing those regions to
encompass all of potential intruders. determining
a set of shape features from the region and elim-
inating possible shadow effects, normalizing the
set. and comparing the normalized set with sets
of features of humans and animals. This com-

parison produces a confidence level indicating a
human intruder. An alarm is given for a sum-
ciently high confidence level. The possibility of a
false alarm due to an animal or a non—identifiable

object is also substantially eliminated.
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HUMAN BODY DETECTOR

Patent number: JP2o0407735{)

Publication date: 2[]04.fl3.11

3'1‘-‘tn’-"*0" HIRAOKA NOBUYASU

599"?-*"*= NORITZ CORP
Classification:

' "'3¢""'3*'°"°'= G01V8.-'10: GOBB13r'196; G08B25!00
- eu ropean:

N‘-'9"¢a“°" F“-|"|'|bEF= JP20020240023 20020821

Prlorttv M-II1'||1Br(5)= JP2002024002B 20020821

Report a data error here

Abstract of JP200-$077350

-=P>PRO8LElv1 TO BE SOLVED: To provide a
human body detector free from erroneous detection
with enhanced certainty of human body detection by
adding technical improvement to a detecting
method for motions of the human body.
<P>SOLUT|ON: This detector is provided with an
imaging device for imaging an object. a siihouette
acquiring means for acquiring a silhouette of the
object based on difference in tint between pixel data
on the imaged object and pixel data on the
background of the object. previously registered
silhouette information on normal persons, a
comparison means for comparing silhouette
information acquired by the acquiring means with
the registered silhouette information. and a human
body determining means for determining that it is a
human body if approximation is found as a result of
comparison by the comparison means. There is no
fear of detecting the motion of a dog or a cat except
human bodies. Since a human body is determined
by acquiring its silhouette. only human bodies can
be detected. certainty of human body detection is
enhanced. and there is no concern of erroneous

detection. <P=-COPYRIGHT: (C)2004,JPO
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Alarm system for frightening away animals from a pond or fish farm has an infrared

detection area that is used to trigger an electronic dog recording and flashing lights

Patent number: 1

Publication date: 2003-03.27

Inventor: MOERT REINHARD (DE)

J\pn||cant= MOERT REINHARD (DE)
CISSSH-ICE HON:

- international: A.31M2g;02

- europearu A01M29.-‘U003; A01M29.-'02; A01M31f00A
Application numben DE20011022294 20010908

Prloritv nurnberts)= DE20011022294 20010908

' Report a data error here

Abstract of DE10‘l 22294

Alarm system for ponds and fish farms comprises an alarm within a plastic housing. The alarm is triggered when
an animal enters an infrared detection area and causes an electronic dog recording. pulsed white flashing light.
etc. If animals have become used to white light a blue. green, red or yellow filler can be used.
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HUMAN BEING AND ANIMAL MONITOR SYSTEM

Patent number: JP7050325

Fubllcaflorl date: 1995-92.21

Inventor: MORI HIDEO: MATSUSHITA TAKESHI
epvllcantr MORI HIDEO
ciasslrlcatlori:
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- european:

mucauon number: JP1993015?814 19930524
Pmmtv nu-nI=erts>= JP19930157814 19930524

Report a data error here

Abstract of JP?050B25

PURPOSE:To obtain the monitor system able to
recognize a person or a kind of an animal invaded

I in a monitor area by detecting a height and width
. and a rhythm ofwalking ofa person or an animal

with a TV camera or an infrared ray camera.
CONSTITUTION:An image pickup device 101 -using
a blackllwhite TV camera or an infrared ray TV
camera is mounted to a turning base 102 and
installed toward a monitor area. A picture
processing unit binarizes an inter-frame difference
picture in the case of a blaclotwhite TV picture. and
'1' is set to pixels of a threshold level or over and '0‘
is set to pixels less than the threshold temperature
level in the difference. In the case of an infrared ray
picture. '1' is set to pixels of a threshold level or over — '
and '0' is set to pixels less than the threshold E E-
temperature level in the difference and the area
whose pixels are set to '1‘ is seteczed to be a
moving body area. Then the moving body area is
traced to decide whether a moving body is a person
or an animal based on the height. the width. the
area and the walking rhythm, its kind. position and
speed are outputled from an alarm output section.
Through the constitution above. a person or an
animal is distinguished from a moving vehicle such
as an automobile and a tree rustling in the wind and
whether the moving object is a person or an animal
is recognized.
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BU RG LAR CAMERA DEVICE

Patent number: JP5323355

Publication dalae: 1993.12.10

lI'IVer|fi0r= NAKAYA TAKNWA; OKADA ATSUSHI: URAMOTO YASUNARI

=|PP"=*|fl*= SHARP KK:; EZEL INC
Classification:

' "1tfi"13N°"3'= HD4N?I'.18; H04N5i"225
- european:

*DP"¢3U°" "|“""?¢'= JP19910141252 19910517

Wlnrltv HI-Ifl'|heI'(5)= JP19910141252 1991051?

Report a data error here

Abstract of JP532B355

PURPOSE:To prevent the misdispatch of a
guardian and to reduce line capacity by finding out
the height of the centroid of a moving object. and
only at the time ofjudging that the moving object is
a human body based upon the height of the
centroid. transmitting an image to a central
monitoring center. CONST|TUTlON:An image
processing part 6 takes in a background image
through a camera 1. and when a change is
generated in the image, regards the change as the
appearance of a moving object and removes the
background. Then the many-valued image of only
the moving object is binarized and labeling
processing is applied to the binary image to find out
the area of the moving object. when a difference
between the obtained area value and the area value

of an image obtained immediately after is less than
a prescribed value. the existence of the moving
object in a monitoring area is judged and its centroid
is calculated. Only when the height of the centroid is
included within a fixed range corresponding to the
height of the centroid of a human body. an alarm
and an image of an invader are sent from a
transmitting equipment to the monitoring center
through a communication line 9. Consequently the
generation of a misalarm due to a non-organism. an
inanimate object a small animal. or the like can be
prevented.
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BU RG LAR_ ALARM SYSTEM

Patent nu rnher: JP50641 93

Publication date: 1993.03-12
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Applicant: SHARP KK
classification:
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Abstract of JP5064198

PURPOSE:To raise alarm to a center only when an
invader and a small animal are discriminated

automatically and the invader is in existence by
applying remote near correction to the size of a
mobile body from fetched picture information so as
to calculate the size. CONSTlTUT|ON:Picture

information fetched from a video input device such
as a burglar preventing camera and processed by a
video processing unit is inputted to an information
processing unit 3. Then whether or not the size is a
reference size or over is discriminated based on a

lower end coordinate of a mobile object subject to
remote near correction by the processing unit 3 and
on the size to discriminate an intruder from a small

animal. Only in the case of the intruder. in response
to the automatic discrimination of the intruder. an
alarm is sounded to a management center through
an HO 4 and a communication equipment 5. Thus,
the small animal and the intruder are distinguished
automatically and alarm is raised only to the
intruder.
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Attorney Docket No. 126.107

SECURITY ALARM SYSTEM

Cross Reference to Related Applications

This application claims priority under 35 U.S.C. §l l9(e) of U.S. provisional patent

application 56!‘. No. 601743.894 filed March 29. 2006 and U.S. provisional patent application

Ser. No. 60f804,66U filed June 14, 2006, both of which are incorporated by reference herein.

Field of the Invention

The ptesent invention relates generally to an alarm system which is designed to

determine whether a threat to private property exists and more particularly, to an alarm system

for a house or other structure where the presence of a threat is primarily posed by wild animals.

The present invention also relates to an alarm system for determining the presence of a

threat posed by wild animals to an unoccupied house or other structure and which provides for

remote activation of security features to reduce or eliminate the potential threat.

Background of the Invention

In the prior art, there are numerous alarm systems which are installed in connection with

houses and other structure for alerting residents or security personnel to a threat to the house or

the individuals therein. For example. alarm systems are known which generate loud noises when

a door is opened without authorization or a window is broken, andlor which notify security

personnel of such conditions to enable such personnel to respond to the house.
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Some patents and patent publications that describe such security systems include: U.S.

Patent Nos. 4,697,077 (Yuasa et al.). 5,283,551 (Guscott), 5,576,972 (Harrison), 5,825,412

(Hobson et al.), 5,937,092 [Wootton et al.), 6,069,655 (Seeley et a1.), 6,400,265 (Saylor et al.).

German Patent Publication No. DE 10122294, International Patent Publication No. WO

98728706 (W0 ‘706) and Japanese Patent No. JP200407735{l (JP 350).

Guscott describes an intrusion alarm system including a triggering sensor and a linear

array of sensors triggered to sample an area of interest when activated by the triggering sensor.

Differences in the sample infrared emissions enable a determination of the object as a human or a

dog.

Harrison describes a monitoring system including various sensors, one of which is an

optical sensor, and data from all of the sensors is directed to a neural network computer which

analyzes the data and detects and identifies the objects in the sensed area which may be people,

animals or objects.

Hobson et al. describes a video detection system for monitoring railroad crossings

wherein a camera views the railroad crossing and establishes the presence of objects and the size

thereof. An alarm is sounded based on the size of the object.

Wootton et al. describes a security system in which images of a detection area are sensed

and compared with previously obtained images to determine the presence and movement of an

intruder in the detection area. In this regard, reference is made to Yuasa et al. which is said to

describe use of a frame subtraction technique to derive the presence of an object and conveyance

of this information to a remote location for viewing by a human.

Seeley et al. describes a security system in which video cameras send images from a site
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control unit (SCU) to a central station which may be iemote from the SCU. Video signals from

the cameras are directed to an image processor section which determines the presence of an

intruder and classifies the intruder.

Saylor et al. describes a security system wherein images obtained from a security camera

are transmitted over the Internet to be seen on a computer. Other ways to be informed of the

existence of an alarm condition are also mentioned.

German Patent Publication No. DE 10122294 describes an alarm system which

undertakes different actions based on detection of an animal in a detection area.

W0 ‘T06 describes a video detection system in which different objects are recognized by

comparing a set of shape features (e.g.. an outline), derived from comparison of an

instantaneously obtained image to previously obtained images, to sets of features of humans and

animals.

JP ‘350 describes a technique for determining whether an object is a human by

comparing the silhouette of the object to previously registered silhouette information.

Objects and Summary of the Invention

It is an object of the present invention to provide a new and improved an alarm system

which is better able determine whether a threat to private property exists.

It is another object of the present invention to provide a new and improved alarm system

for a house or other structure where the presence of a threat primarily posed by wild animals is

accurately detected in order to optimize a response.

It is yet another object of the present invention to provide a new and improved alarm
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system for determining the presence of a threat posed by wild animals to an unoccupied house or

other structure and which provides for remote activation of security featutes to reduce or

eliminate the potential threat.

In order to achieve these objects and others, a security system in accordance with the

invention is designed to distinguish or discriminate between animals and humans with a view

toward accurately determining a threat to private property which requires a response. The

security system includes one or more motion detectors connected to one or more cameras which

are connected to a computer which is connected in turn to a data communication or transmission

device that can inform a homeowner off premises, the police, fire department andfor private

security tirrn of the existence of an intrusion condition based on the images obtained by the

camera.

In use, a motion detector detects motion in the field of view of an associated camera

which then obtains one or more images, which presumably include the cause of the motion. A

processor connected with the camera derives a silhouette of the object that triggered the motion

from the obtained image[s), through image comparison with images taken without the object

therein. A processor analyzes the silhouettes by comparing them to previously obtained

silhouettes, such as those of various animals and humans having different sizes. A classification

of the silhouette is obtained and depending on what object the silhouette is determined to

coirespond to, i.e., its identification, further action or countermeasures is taken. This further

action may be: the object is classified as "no threat" and the system stays in stand-by or the

object is classified as "hostile" or a threat and a message or warning is sent to a distant computer,

the property’s owner's homepage, the police andfor a private security firm.
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More specifically, one embodiment of an alarm system for protecting a structure in

accordance with the invention includes at least one motion detector arranged to have a field of

view external of the structure and including an area proximate the structure, and at least one

camera associated with each motion detector, each camera being arranged relative to the

associated motion detector such that it has a field of view encompassing at least part of the field

of view of the associated motion detector. Each camera has a dormant state in which images are

not obtained and an active state in which images are obtained and being activated into the active

state when the associated motion detector detects motion such that that camera obtains an image

of the source of the motion detected by the associated motion detector. A processor is coupled to

each camera and arranged to receive the image obtained thereby, derive a silhouette of any

objects in the image, compare the silhouettes to a library of stored silhouettes having associated

object identification to determine an exact or closest match of the derived silhouette to one of the

stored silhouettes and retrieve the object identification associated with the exact or closest match.

The processor reacts to the detection of motion by the motion detector based on the object

identification.

Various associations of the cameras and motion detectors a1'e possible. There may be a

one-to-one correspondence or association between motion detectors and cameras, i.e., each

motion detector has a single and exclusive camera whose field of view encompasses the field of

view of the motion detector. There may be an overlapping camera arrangement wherein each

motion detector is associated with two or more cameras ("preferably located at different positions)

whose field of view partly or entirely encompasses the field of view of the motion detector. In

this manner, two images including the source of motion are obtained and independently analyzed
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in the manner described above. Different rules of object identification can be formulated for

situations where the object identification is different. For each motion detector, there may be an

exclusive set of two or more cameras, or alternatively, each camera can be associated with more

than one motion detector so that it obtains an image when any of its associated motion detectors

detects motion.

When two or more cameras obtain images of or containing the same object, which may

arise in a situation where these cameras have an overlapping field of view relative to a single

motion detector and are all activated by motion detected by that motion detector, images from

cameras containing the object may be analyzed by the processor to obtain depth information

about the object. This is similar to a stereo-vision concept and various techniques to derive

depth infonnation about an object contained in two or more images from different imaging

devices or cameras are known to those skilled in the art. The depth information can be used to

aid the processor in the object identification task, i.e., the object classification. This aspect of

using multiple cameras to obtain images containing a common object, derive depth information

about the object and use the depth information to obtain an identification of the object may be

applied independent of the presence and particular arrangement of motion detectors and cameras

described above. However. the presence of motion detectors to activate the cameras would be

beneficial. Thus, one embodiment of the invention contemplates multiple cameras associated

with each of at least one motion detector and arranged to be activated to obtain images of an

object whose motion is detected by those cameras. These images can be analyzed to obtain

depth infonnation about the object. i.e., the distance from a known object to this moving object,

and also to obtain identification information about this object for the purpose of determining
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whether this identified object at the determined distance is a threat.

As to the p1ocessor’s reaction to the object identification, it can be programmed to assign

a classification of “no threat" or “hostile" based on the object identification. The library of stored

silhouettes preferably includes silhouettes of large and small animals and large and small humans

in which case, the processor can be programmed to assign the hostile classification to large

animals and humans and the no threat classification to small animals and humans. Other possible

clifferentiations of classifications may be based on size. When a hostile classification is

generated, the processor also preferably activates countermeasures based on the object

identification. For example, the processor can command the alarm system to generate the audible

andlor visual alarm in proximity to the structure andfor command a communication system to

generate a communications about the condition of the structure and forward the communication

to the remote destination, e.g., a police station, a tire station, a terminal monitored by an owner

of the structure, or a private security station. The communication can include one or more images

obtained by the camerats) or one or more images derived from the images obtained by the

carnerats).

An exemplifying method for protecting a structure in accordance with the invention

includes arranging a plurality of motion detectors on or around the structure, each in a position

in which its field of view includes an area proximate the structure, and arranging a plurality of

cameras on or around the structure, each camera being associated with one or more of the motion

detector such that the camera has a field of view encompassing at least part of the field of view

of any associated motion detector. The cameras have a dormant state in which images are not

obtained and an active state in which images are obtained and are activated into the active state
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when an associated motion detector detects motion such that the camera then obtains an image of

the source of the motion detected by the associated motion detector. A processor is provided

which receives images obtained by the cameras, derives a silhouette of any objects in the image,

compares the silhouettes to a library of stored silhouettes having associated object identification

to determine an exact or closest match of the derived silhouette to one of the stored silhouettes

and retrieves the object identification associated with the exact or closest match. One or more

countermeasures to the detection of motion by the motion detectors are generated based on the

object identification when the object is identified as a potential threat to the structure.

A classification of “no threat" or “hostile” can be assigned by the processor based on the

object identification, in which case, the countetrneasune can be generated only when the

classification is hostile. Countermeasures can include generating an audible andfor visual alarm

in proximity to the structure andfor generating at least one communication about the condition of

the structure based on the object identification and forwarding the communication to the remote

destination, e.g., a police station, a fire station, a terminal monitoned by an owner of the

structure, or a private security station. The communication can include one or more images

obtained from the cameras andfor one or mo1'e images derived from the images obtained from the

cameras in the communication being forwarded to the remote destination.

Another method for monitoring a premises in accordance with the invention includes

arranging an alarm system in connection with the premises, integrating a telecommunications

module in connection with a computer of the alarm system, the telecommunications module

being capable of communications over a telecommunications network, and programming the

telecommunications module to receive commands from a handheld telecommunications unit over
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the telecommunications network to enable activation and deactivation of the alarm system using

the telecommunications unit. The alarm system may include video cameras which obtain images

of the premises, in which case, the images of the pnemises obtained by the video cameras can be

transmitted upon receiving a command from the handheld telecommunications unit.

When the telecommunications unit is a cellular telephone, it can transmit a code number

to the telecommunications module to control activation, deactivation and adjustment of the alarm

system. When the telecommunications unit is a messaging device, it can transmit a message to

the telecommunications module to control activation, deactivation and adjustment of the alarm

system. When the telecommunications unit is a camera telephone and the alarm system includes

video cameras which obtain images of the premises, the images of the premises obtained by the

video cameras can be transmitted to the camera telephone upon satisfaction of threat conditions

as determined by the alarm system.

A system for monitoring a premises in accordance with the invention includes an alarm

system arranged in connection with the premises and including various sensois, cameras and the

like for detecting a threat to the premises and a telecommunications module in connection with

the sensors or a control component thereof. The telecommunications module is capable of

communications over a telecommunications network. A handheld telecommunications unit is

provided for transmitting commands to the telecommunications module to activate, deactivate

and adjust the alann system. The telecommunications unit may be an existing unit owned by the

homeowner or alarm system monitor, such as a cellular telephone, iPod, PDA, laptop computer

or desktop computer and the like.

When the alarm system includes video cameras which obtain images of the premises, it
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can transmit still-frame or motion picture images of the premises obtained by the video cameras

upon receiving a command from the telecommunications unit. When the telecommunications

unit is a cellular telephone, it can transmit acode number to the telecommunications module to

control activation, deactivation and adjustment of the alarm system. When the

telecommunications unit is a messaging device, it can transmit a message to the

telecommunications module to control activation. deactivation and adjustment of the alarm

system. When the telecommunications unit is a camera telephone and the alarm system includes

video cameras which obtain images of the premises, the alarm system can transmit still-frame or

motion picture images of the premises obtained by the video cameras to the camera telephone

upon satisfaction of threat conditions as determined by the alarm system.

Other and further objects, advantages and features of the present invention will be

understood by reference to the following specification in conjunction with the annexed drawings,

wherein like parts have been given like numbers.

Brief Description of the Drawings

The invention, together with further objects and advantages thereof, may best be

understood by reference to the following description taken in conjunction with the accompanying

drawings wherein like reference numerals identify like elements.

FIG. I is a schematic of a first embodiment of an alarm system in accordance with the

invention.

FIG. 2 is a flow chart of the manner in which an object is classified in the alarm system in

accordance with the invention.
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FIG. 3 is an overview of a house equipped with the alaim system in accordance with the

invention.

FIG. 4 is a schematic ofa second embodiment of an alarm system in accordance with the

invention.

Detailed Description of the Invention

Referring to the accompanying drawings, FIG. I shows a schematic of one exemplifying

embodiment of an alarm system in accordance with the invention which includes, at the site at

which the alarm system is installed, one or more motion detectors 10, one or more cameras 12

and an on-site computer 14.

Each motion detector 10 is mounted to the house, apartment or other premises or

structure being monitored, hereinafter refeired to as a house for simplicity sake, or on a structure

around the house which could be dedicated to the mounting of the motion detector IO. For

example, a motion detector could be mounted to the exterior wall of the house, to a post around

the house, to a tree around the house, or to the roof of the house. The premises or structure being

monitored may be any type of premises or structure which is typically monitored for security

purposes, including but not limited to, a warehouse, a boatyard, a business. a boat, or a land

vehicle such as one with a locating system.

Each motion detector 10 is mounted such that its field of view, i.e., the field in which it

detects motion, is around the house in which an intruder could approach the house. For example,

a motion detector 10 could be arranged to have a field of view in a path leading to the house. a

field of view encompassing a length of a fence around the house or a field or a field of view
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adjacent the house, e.g., adjacent one or more windows of the house.

With reference to FIG. 3 wherein the outline of a generic house 34 is shown, there are

four motion detectors 10A, 10B, 10C, 10D mounted to the house 34 at its comers so as to

provide overlapping fields of view. Each field of view 36A, 36B, 36C and 36D extends over an

approximate 180 degree range a sufficient distance from the house, the exact distance depending

on the type and construction of the motion detector installed in the alarm system. Of course, the

number, placement and coverage area of the motion detectors will usually vary depending on

such factors as the plan outline of the house, the location of doors and windows and the

surrounding area.

Motion detectors 10 can be standarcl, off-the-shelf components which provide a signal

indicative of the presence of motion above a threshold. In this case, small objects which might be

blown aloft by wind, such as leaves, would not trigger the motion detector to provide an output

signal. Further, the particular motion detectors selected could be those which only detect animate

objects, e.g., humans or animals. In this case, if a fence post in a Field of view of a motion

detector 10 is being tilted by the wind, it would also not cause the motion detector to provide an

output signal.

Each camera 12 is mounted to the house or on a structure around the house which could

be dedicated to the mounting of the camera 12. For example, a camera could be mounted to the

exterior wall of the house, to a post around the house, to a tree around the house, or to the roof of

the house.

The mounting location of each camera 12 is selected in dependence on its field of view

and the field of view of the motion detector 10 or motion detectors 12 with which it is associated.
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That is, in a preferred embodiment, each camera 12 is triggered to obtain an image only when its

associated motion detector 10 detects motion in the field of view of the motion detector 10. Since

it is this motion [or the cause thereof) for which an image is sought, one or more of the cameras

12 must be positioned to be able to obtain an image of the portion of the field of view of the

motion detector 10 in which motion is detected thereby. In some situations, a single camera 12

can be associated with each motion detector 10 and have substantially overlapping fields of view

so that when the motion detector 10 detects motion in its field of the view, the camera 12 is

triggered to obtain an image which will necessarily encompass the source or cause of that

motion. In other situations. two or more cameras 12 can be associated with each motion detector

10 and be spaced apart from one another. Each camera l2 would have a substantially

overlapping field of view with the motion detector 10 so that when the motion detector l0

detects motion in its field of the view, both cameras 12 are triggered to obtain images which will

necessarily encompass the source or cause of that motion. The use of multiple cameras for each

motion detector 10 will aid in the subsequent image processing routine, discussed more fully

below.

It is also possible that a single camera 12 has a field of view which encompasses the field

of view of multiple motion detectors 10. In this case. when any of a plurality of motion detectots

l0 detects motion, that camera 12 will be triggered to obtain an image.

With refeience to FIG. 3, eight cameras 12A, 12B, 12C, 12D, 12E, 12F, 12G, l2H are

shown mounted to the house 34 along its oute1' wall so as to provide overlapping fields of view.

Each field of view 38A, 38B, 38C, 38D, 38E, 38F, 380, 381-1 extends over an approximate 180

degree range a sufficient distance from the house, the exact distance depending on the type and
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construction of the cameras installed in the alarm system. As shown in FIG. 3, each field of view

36A, 36B, 36C and 36D of the motion detectors 10A, 10B, 10C and 10D overlaps with a

plurality of fields of view 38A, 38B, 38C, 38D, 38E, 38F, 38G. 38H of cameras 12A, 12B, 12C,

12D, 12E, 12F, 12G, 12H. Thus, when motion is detector by one of the motion detectors I0,

several cameras 12 will be triggered to obtain images. For example, when motion is detected by

motion detector l0A,came1as 12A, 12B, 12C and 12D will obtain images.

Cameras can also be provided to visualize the house, or parts thereof, e.g., a camera can

be mounted on a post distant from the door and directed toward the door to obtain an image of

the house including the door. The same would also be applicable for images of the windows.

Of course, the number, placement and coverage area of the cameras will usually vary

depending on such factors as the location of the motion detectors, the plan outline of the house,

the location of doors and windows and the surrounding area.

Cameras 12 can be standard, off-the-shelf components which obtain images in individual

frames and as in some conventional cameras. can be equipped with a light which is triggered

when the ambient light is less than a threshold. Cameras can also be used which are infrared

cameras which obtain infrared images. This is possible since, as discussed below, only the

outline of the object causing the motion is needed for image processing.

The on—site computer [4 is connected to all of the cameras 12. On—site computer 14 can

also be connected to the motion detectors l0 and control the cameras 12, i.e., the image-taking

step, based on signals provided by the motion detectors. Alternatively, the cameras 12 are

directly connected to the associated motion detector(s) 10 and take an image without

involvement of the on—site computer 14.
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An advantage of coupling the cameras 12 to the motion detectors 10 is that the cameras

do not continually operate and obtain images of the environment around or including the house.

Rather, the cameras 12 are only activated to obtain images when motion is detected by the

associated one(s) of the motion detectors 10. This conserves electricity or battery power and is

thus especially useful when the cameras are operating on battery power.

Computer 14 includes hardware and software components which perform, among other

functions, image processing. That is, the computer 14 receives data from the cameras 12, in any

form in which images can be conveyed electronically, and analyzes the images in a unique

manner to analyze the threat level of the source of the motion. It is possible that only :1 single

camera 12 will be taking an image of the area surrounding the house and providing this image in

electronic form to the in—site computer 14. Alternatively, the on—site computer 14 will receive

images from multiple cameras 12, all triggered by one motion detector, or from multiple cameras

triggered by motion detected by multiple motion detectors, e.g., when the source of motion

moves through the fields of view of multiple motion detectors.

A preferred image processing technique is shown schematically in FIG. 2. The first step

22 for on-site computer 14 is to obtain an image. The image processing step is explained for the

individual processing of a single image. If multiple images are received from the cameras 12, the

image processing technique shown in FIG. 2 would be implemented for each image or depending

on the processing software, could be implemented substantially simultaneously.

The second step 24 is to outline or derive a silhouette of an object in the image, this

object being the one which caused the motion detector 10 to trigger the taking of the image by

the camera 12. Each image will usually contain multiple objects, the silhouette of only one of
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which will be analyzed at each time. Thus, if several objects are detected in each image, for each

object, an analysis will be made as whether that objects poses a threat to the house or its

occupants. To reduce the number of objects being analyzed, a background image can be taken

when the camera 12 is first installed on the house 34. Then, when another image is taken with the

same camera, the background image can be subtracted from the current image to obtain

differences between the current image and the background image and only object in this

differential image are analyzed, e.g., by deriving a silhouette thereof. The background images

would be stored in the on-site computer with an identification of the camera providing the

background image and whenever an image is taken f1'om a camera and received by the on-site

computer 14, its stored background image is subtracted from the received image. Alternatively,

the background image for each camera 12 can be stored on a processor associated with the

camera and the subtraction performed at the camera so that only the differential image is

pnovided to the on-site computer 14.

The third step 26 is to compare the derived silhouette of each object in the image to a

library of stored silhouettes to determine the exact or closest correspondence between the derived

silhouette and one or the stored silhouettes. The libraiy is embodied in memory of the on-site

computer 14 and includes silhouettes of objects expected to be found in the vicinity of the house.

In particular, silhouettes of various animals and various sized humans are obtained, e.g., derived

from images of known objects, and each silhouette is associated with the identity of the object

ploviding the silhouette.

Silhouette derivation can be based on a number of descriptors that are typical for the

human body, or on other factors which can be used to distinguish, discriminate andfor
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differentiate different objects and in particular, animals from humans. Silhouette derivation can

also be designed to distinguish between large animals, such as bears, and small animals, such as

cats and dogs, and between large humans and small humans. For humans, the on—site computer

14 can be designed to consider a silhouette of a human smaller than that of an average 8-year old

not to be a threat while a silhouette of a human larger than that of an average 8-year old is

considered a threat.

If the silhouette is determined to a human, an optional additional analysis might be made

based on the duration of time that the individual is present on the premises. A threshold time

period could be established and if the individual remains on the premises for longer than this

threshold, they may be considered a threat whereas remaining on the premises for less time,

would not be considered a threat.

After the silhouette of an object in the image is derived in step 24 and compared to stored

silhouettes in step 26, the next step 28 is to determine whether the derived silhouette is indicative

of a threat to the house being protected by the alarm system or occupants therein. Prior to

installation of the system, the different objects are determined to constitute or pose a threat or not

and silhouettes of those objects are stored in the library. In use, once the derived silhouette is

determined to be an exact or probable match to one of the stored silhouettes, the identification of

the objects associated with the stored silhouette is retrieved and considered the identity of the

object causing the motion detected by the motion detector 10.

The on-site computer 14 may be programmed to perform the silhouette comparison and

object identification based on the location of the house being protected and likely objects in that

location. Thus, a deer and small human might be considered not to be a threat whereas a bear and
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large human might be considered a threat. The actual determination of whether each object

constitutes a threat or not can depend on the environment of the house being protected so that

one object in one environment might be considered a threat whereas the same object in a

different object is not considered a threat.

The determination can entail assigning a class or classification to the object

corresponding to the stored silhouette with which the derived silhouette is determined to be an

exact or probable match, e.g., a classification of “no threat” or a classification of “hostile".

If the object corresponding to the stored silhouette with which the derived silhouette is

determined to be an exact or probable match is not considered a threat, the alarm system enters

into a sleep mode 30. In this mode, the alarm system waits for another incident of motion to be

detected by one of the motion detectors 10 which causes an image to be taken by one or more

cameras 12 and the image processing via on-site computer 14 begins again.

If the object corresponding to the stored silhouette with which the derived silhouette is

determined to be an exact or probable match is considered hostile or a threat, in step 32,

countermeasures are assigned based on the identification of the object. Countermeasures include

generating an audible arrdfor visual alarm at the house, generating a communication to police

personnel. fire pelsonnel andfor a private security firm, and generating a communication to the

homeowner. The communication generated by on-site computer 14 can be sent in a wired andfor

wireless manner using any communication protocol. The communication can be sent to the

h0meowne1"s computer at a remote or distant location from the house being protected, and

appear on the homeowner‘s homepage, or sent to an SMS or MMS or as an e-mail to the

homeowner’s e-mail address.
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The communication can include an identification of the house or other object or premises

being monitoaed, a message or warning specific to the identified object as determined by the on-

site computer 14 and also preferably the image obtained by the camera 12 which caused the on-

site computer 14 to generate the communication. The image in the communication can be the

actual image, e.g., in a JPEG or other known image format, or a silhouette of the image. A

derivation of the image can also be provided as part of the communication.

The communication can also include an image taken from all of the cameras monitoring

the house. In particular, images can be generated and sent from cameras directed toward the

house so that images of the house and its condition are provided as part of the communication.

When the image which caused the on-site computer 14 to generate the communication is

provided as part of the communication, in particular when the communication is sent to police or

fire personnel, the police and fire personnel can prepare a better response. Thus, if the image

reveals the presence of multiple people, more police or file personnel can be directed to respond.

Furthermore, when the images of cameras showing the house or parts thereof is provided

as part of the communication, in particular when the communication is sent to police or fire

personnel, the police and fire personnel can prepare a better response. Thus, if the image reveals

that no door is ajar and the windows are not broken, fewer police would be directed to respond as

it is likely that the alarm is a false alarm or the intruders were scared away by the audible andfor

visual countermeasures.

In a preferred embodiment, the alarms’security system is designed to be cont1'ol led by

andfor provide data to a handheld telecommunications unit 42 (see FIG. I) which can be a

camera telephone, a cellular telephone, an Internet-enabled picture andlor video display device
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(e.g., an iPod-type device), and similar products. To this end, in the on-site computer 14, and

possibly in a dedicated ala1'm hardware unit therein, there is :1 telecommunications module which

the alarm system uses to communicate with the user or alarm monitor, i.e.. whichever individual

monitors the alarm system by possessing the telecommunications unit 42. The

telecommunications module may be the telecommunications part of an advanced camera

telephone or cellular telephone and include, for example, the necessary hardware and software to

enable communications with a comparable telecommunications device.

An important advantage of integrating or incorporating a telecommunications unit from a

camera telephone or cellular telephone into the on-site computer of the alarm system is that it

becomes possible to activate the alarm using the telecommunications unit 42. from any location

connected to a telecommunications network compatible with the telecommunications unit 42.

Activating the alarm system can therefore be accomplished with only so much as a simple

telephone call, a SMS with an ordinary cell phone. and the alarm system will be able to

communicate with whomever it is programmed to communicate with, i.e.. the housefapartment

owner, police or fire department, or whomever it is programmed to communicate with.

Deactivating the alarm system can be accomplished in the same manner.

Thus, control over the activation and deactivation of the alarm system, as well as other

adjustment to the alarm system, can now be performed using a handheld telecommunications

unit 42, whether it is cellular telephone or a camera telephone or other similar unit, such as a

PDA. The handheld telecommunications unit 42 could be programmed to relay passwords to

enable adjustment and control of the alarm system, or programmed to interface in any other

manner with the alarm system using a telecommunications network.
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An additional advantage of integrating the alarm system into a telecommunications

network is that when the alarm system is triggered (or when the user provides commands to the

telecommunications module using the telecommunications unit 42). it can send 1eal—time pictures

or video feed from the camera(s) 12 mounted insidefoutside a house or apartment to a camera

telephone monitored by the owner or other alarm system monitor. The alarm system can also

send vital information collected by different kinds of sensors (fire, smoke, motion) or whatever

data gathering devices are hooked up to the alarm system.

This telecommunications link allows someone distant from their house or apartment to

check their house or apartment, e.g., by dialing a code number in the same way as a telephone

number is dialed andfor sending an SMS to the alarm system. The code number would be

assigned to the alarm system. or programmed by the owner. Multiple code numbers could be

assigned, each with a different function. Upon receipt of the code number or SMS, the alarm

system would send pictures or videos from the camera(s) 12 back to telecommunications unit 42.

This provides an incentive for people to purchase cameras capable of receiving images or

services for enabling transmission of pictures in that they can receive pictures of monitored

premises whenever an alarm condition is detected. The alarm security system could be packaged

together with such a picture telephone.

There are thus at least two ways to monitor the premises using the handheld

telecommunications unit 42. One way is for the user to enter a code, send a message or take

some other action to cause the cameras ]2 to obtain and transmit images of the vicinity of the

premises (a user-activated monitoring), and the other way is when the alarm system triggers and

sends images. In the latter case, the handheld telecommunications unit 42 can be programmed or
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designed to generate a notification to the user that the alarm has triggered andfor that images are

being provided. Such a notification can be audible, vibratory. visual and combinations thereof.

The telecommunications link also allows a user to deactivate the alarm when the

approach the premises and activate the alarm as they leave the premises by using their cellular

telephone.

One particular scenario that should interest security companies as well as police and fire

departments is that they can survey the premises being protected, e.g., a house or apartment,

using the video camera(s) 12 in order to assess a threat level, false alarms, the number of

intruders, smoke or raging flames, etc., before entering premises as the camera(s) 12 give them a

complete picture of what to expect. This can even be done before they respond to the premises,

for example, on their way to the premises.

Another scenario is if a homeowner in bed at night hears a noise in their house. The

homeowner no longer needs to leave the safety and confines of his or her bedroom to investigate

the source of the noise and thereby risk confrontation with an intruder. Rather, the homeowner

can view pictures taken by one or more cameras 12 on a telecommunications unit 42 in the

bedroom, e.g., on their night-table.

In another embodiment. one or more smoke andlor fire detectors 40 are arranged inside

the house 34 (see FIG. 3) and coupled to the on—site computer 14. In this embodiment, when any

of the smoke andfor fire detectors 40 is triggered based on the presence of smoke in the house 34

or a fire in the house 34, the on-site computer sends a communication to the fire personnel

containing information about the premises and the existence of smoke andfor fire. Optionally,

cameras can be located inside the house 34 and coupled to the smoke andfor fire detectors 40 so
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that when the smoke and.’or fire detectors 40 are triggered, the associated camera(s) isfare also

activated to obtain images of the cause of the smoke or fire condition. Such images can be

transmitted in the communication by the on—site computer 14 to the fire personnel.

Referring now to FIG. 4, this embodiment is substantially the same as the embodiments

described above however instead of separate motion detectors and cameras, the camera functions

as both the unit which detects motion and the identification unit. Specifically, one or more

cameras 44 are provided which can obtain images and analyze them to detect the presence of

motion of an object. At this stage, there is no identification of the object but rather analysis of

the images may be limited to solely detecting motion. Once motion is detected. images

previously obtained to enable the motion detection analysis andfor those obtained after the

motion detection analysis are analyzed for identification purposes. The cameras can thus be

designed to have a first, motion detecting state in which images are used only for motion

detection analysis and a second identification detecting state in which images are analyzed to

classify an object causing the motion. Moreover, cameras can be designed to simultaneously

provide motion detection and object identification.

Functioning of a camera as both a motion detector and object identifier can be enabled

through software which controls the analysis of images obtained by the camera. Motion

detection algorithms can be utilized to analyze pictures taken at different times, e.g., a

comparison of two images taken from the same camera with an object in each, while object

identification algorithms can be utilized to analyze individual pictures to identify objects andfor

ascertain the presence of threats to the monitored premises based on data in the images.

Cameras used in the invention may have two simultaneous modes, motion detection and
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video notification. Thus, they can be designed to obtain multiple images to analyze the presence

of motion of objects in those images and also to transmit via a telecommunications link one or

more of the obtained images.

Described above, among other things, is a technique for control and feedback for an

alarm system using a camera telephone, cellular telephone or other preferably hand-held

telecommunications device. The same technique can be used for an lntemet-enabled video iPod-

type device, i.e., a device which receives image or video data in the form of files via the Internet.

An additional or alternative technique for implementation in an alarm system in accordance with

the invention is threat recognition by video analysis. The alarm system can be programmed to

automatically recognize a threat in advance using video detection. A determination of normal

objects on the premises is first made and then, during monitoring by the alarm system, the alarm

system employs digital signal processing and image comparison to differentiate between an

animal or inanimate object, andfor a moving object as opposed to a stationaiy person or object.

While particular embodiments of the invention have been shown and described, it will be

obvious to those skilled in the art that changes and modifications may be made without departing

from the invention in its broader aspects, and, therefore, the aim in the appended claims is to

cover all such changes and modifications as fall within the true spirit and scope of the invention.

Specifically, it should be understood that the manner in which information about the threat, such

as an indication of motion or the presence of an identified object, is transmitted to a remote site

may be as disclosed above or an alternative known to those skilled in the premise security field.

The standards for such an information transmission or communication would be governed by the

applicable wireless transmission standards and industry self—regulating groups, if any, in
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whatever country the security system is used, e.g., the FCC in the United States.
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An alarm system for protecting a structure, comprising:

at least one motion detector arranged to have a field of view external of the structure and

including an area proximate the structure;

at least one camera associated with each of said at least one motion detector, each of said

at least one camera being arranged relative to the associated one of said at least one motion

detector such that said camera has a field of view encompassing at least part of the field of view

of the associated one of said at least one motion detector, said at least one camera having a

dormant state in which images are not obtained and an active state in which images are obtained

and being activated into the active state when the associated one of said at least one motion

detector detects motion such that said at least one camera obtains an image of the source of the

motion detected by the associated one of said at least one motion detector; and

a processor coupled to said at least one camera and arranged to receive the image

obtained by said at least one camera, derive a silhouette of any objects in the image, compare the

silhouettes to a library of stored silhouettes having associated object identification to determine

an exact or closest match of the derived silhouette to one of the stored silhouettes and retrieve the

object identification associated with the exact or closest match, said processor being arranged to

react to the detection of motion by said at least one motion detector based on the object

identification.

2. The system of claim 1, wherein said at least one motion detector comprises a

plurality of motion detectors, said at least one camera associated with said at least one motion
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detector being arranged to have a field of view overlapping a field of view of a plurality of said

motion detectors.

The system of claim 1, wherein said at least one motion detector comprises a

plurality of motion detectors and said at least one camera comprises a plurality of cameras.

4. The system of claim 3, wherein at least one of said cameras is associated with at

least two of said motion detectors and arranged to have a field of view which also overlaps a

field of view of said at least two motion detectors such that said at least one camera is activated

into its active state when any of said at least two motion detectors detects motion.

The system of claim 3, wherein at least one of said cameras is associated

exclusively with each of said motion detectors, at least two of said cameras are associated

exclusively with each of said motion detectors or at least two of said cameras are associated non-

exclusively with each of said motion detectors, wherein when at least two of said cameras are

associated with one of said motion detectors, images from said at least two cameras are analyzed

by said processor to determine depth information about an object appearing in the images, the

depth information being used in the object identification being performed by said processor.

6. The system of claim I, wherein said processor is arranged to assign a

classification of “no threat" or "hostile" based on the object identification andlor the size of the

object, the library of stored silhouettes including silhouettes of large and small animals and large
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and small humans and said processor is programmed to assign the hostile classification to large

animals and humans and the no threat classification to small animals and humans.

7. The system of claim 6, wherein when said processor assigns a hostile

classification, said processor is further ar1'anged to activate countermeasures based on the object

identification.

S. The system ofclaim 6, further comprising an audible andlor visual alarm system

adapted to be arranged in connection with or surrounding the structure. said processor being

coupled to said alarm system and when said processor assigns a hostile classification, said

processor further is arranged to command said alarm system to generate the audible andfor visual

alarm.

9. The system of claim 6, further comprising a communications system for

generating communications and forwarding the communications to a remote destination, said

processor being coupled to said communications system and when said processor assigns a

hostile classification, said processor further is arranged to command said communications system

to generate a communications about the condition of the structure and forward the

communication to the remote destination.

10. The system of claim 9, wherein the remote destination is a police station, a fire

station, a terminal monitored by an owner of the structure, or a private security station.
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l 1. The system of claim 9, wherein said processor provides said communication

system with one or more images obtained from said at least one camera or one or more images

derived from the images obtained from said at least camera and said communication system

being arranged to include the one or more images into the communications being forwarded to

the remote destination.

12. The system ofclaim 1, further comprising:

a telecommunications module coupled to said at least one motion detector, said

telecommunications module being capable of communications over a telecommunications

network; and

a handheld telecommunications unit for transmitting commands to said

telecommunications module to activate and deactivate said at least one motion detector.

13. A method for protecting a structure, comprising:

arranging a plurality of motion detectors on or around the structure, each in a position in

which its field of view includes an area proximate the structure;

arranging a plurality of cameras on or around the structure, each camera being associated

with one or more of the motion detector such that the camera has a field of view encompassing at

least part of the field of view of any associated motion detector, the cameras having a dormant

state in which images are not obtained and an active state in which images are obtained and

being activated into the active state when an associated motion detector detects motion such that
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the camera then obtains an image of the source of the motion detected by the associated motion

detector;

providing a processor which receives images obtained by the cameras, derives a

silhouette of any objects in the image, compares the silhouettes to a library of stored silhouettes

having associated object identification to determine an exact or closest match of the derived

silhouette to one of the stored silhouettes and retrieves the object identification associated with

the exact or closest match; and

generating a countermeasure to the detection of motion by the motion detectors based on

the object identification when the object is identified as a potential threat to the structure.

14. The method of claim 13, wherein each camera is associated with only a single

motion detector, each camera is associated with a plurality of motion detectors or multiple

cameras are associated with each motion detector, wherein when a plurality of cameras are

associated with one of the motion detectors. images from the plurality of cameras are analyzed

by the processor to determine depth information about an object appearing in the images, the

depth information being used in the object identification being performed by the processor.

15. The method of claim I3, further comprising assigning a classification of “no

threat” or “hostile” based on the object identification andfor the size of the object, the

countermeasure being generated only when the classification is hostile.

16. The method of claim l3, wherein the step of generating countermeasures includes
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generate an audible andfor visual alarm in proximity to the structure or generating at least one

communication about the condition of the structure based on the object identification and

forwa1'ding the communication to the remote destination.

1?. The method of claim I6, wherein the remote destination is a police station. a fire

station, a terminal monitored by an owner of the structure, or a private security station.

18. The method of claim 16, further comprising including one or more images

obtained from the cameras or one or more images derived from the images obtained from the

cameras in the communication being forwarded to the remote destination.

19. The method ofclaim I3, further comprising;

integrating a telecommunications module in connection with the processor, the

telecommunications module being capable of communications over a telecommunications

network; and

programming the telecommunications module to receive commands from :1 handheld

telecommunications unit over the telecommunications network to enable activation and

deactivation of the motion detectors and cameras using the telecommunications unit.

20. An alarm system for protecting a structure, comprising:

at least one image obtaining unit arranged to have a field of view external of the structure

and including an area proximate the stiucture, said at least one image obtaining unit being
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arranged to obtain images and detect motion based on analysis of the obtained images, said at

least one image obtaining unit having a first state in which images are not analyzed for

identification purposes and a second state in which images are analyzed for identification

purposes and being activated into the second state when motion is detected; and

a processor coupled to said at least one image obtaining unit and arranged to receive the

image obtained by said at least one image obtaining unit, derive a silhouette of any objects in the

image, compare the silhouettes to a library of stored silhouettes having associated object

identification to determine an exact or closest match of the derived silhouette to one of the stored

silhouettes and retrieve the object identification associated with the exact or closest match, said

processor being arranged to react to the detection of motion by said at least one image obtaining

unit based on the object identification.

2]. The system of claim 20, wherein said processor is arranged to assign a

classification of “no threat" or “hostile” based on the object identification andfor size of the

object, the library of stored silhouettes including silhouettes of large and small animals and large

and small humans and said processor is programmed to assign the hostile classification to large

animals and humans and the no threat classification to small animals and humans.

22. The system of claim 21, further comprising a communications system for

generating communications and forwarding the communications to a J'emote destination, said

processor being coupled to said communications system and when said processor assigns a

hostile classification, said processor further is arranged to command said communications system
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to generate a communications about the condition of the stmcture and forward the

communication to the remote destination.
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Abstract

Security system which includes motion detectors connected to cameras which are

connected to a computer which is connected to a data communication device that informs a

homeowner off-premises, the police, fire department andfor private security firm of the existence

of an intrusion condition based on the images obtained by the camera. The motion detector

detects motion in the field of view of an associated camera which then obtains images. A

processor connected with the camera derives a silhouette of an object that triggered the motion

from the obtained ima_._qe(s). The silhouettes are compared to previously obtained silhouettes,

such as those of vaJ'ious animals and humans having different sizes. A classification of the

silhouette is obtained and depending on what object the silhouette is determined to correspond

to, i.e., its identification. further action or counterrneasures is taken. Control of the security

system may be via a handheld telecommunications device.
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